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Pretty child playing in sand at water's edge Sunday at East Saanich reserve caught eye of 
photographer Tom Cronk. Occasion was annual water sports sponsored by East Saanich Sport 







Sidney council’s decision to get tough 
vviih landlords operating illegal suites 
has at least one realtor worried about 
the consequences.
Bill Latimer, 1254 Clayton, a realtor 
with A.E. LePage in Victoria, said 
Tuesday if council is determined to 
crack down on illegal suites, “it is going 
to have a real kettle of fish on its 
hands.’’
If council was aware of the number of 
illegal suites in Sidney it would think it 
was “boom city’’, Latimer said.
Latimer was referring to an article in 
last week’s Review in which Aid. Ross 
Martin warned, “We should serve 
notice to others who have illegal suites 
that are serious about the bylaw.”
Martin was commenting on a letter 
from a Sidney couple asking to be 
allowed to remain in their illegal suite. 
Martin said the bylaw is in the best 
interests of the community.
Council enforced the bylaw after 
receiving a complaint that four families 
were living in a duplex which under 
municipal bylaw permits only two 
families.
But Mayor Norma Sealey said 
Tuesday council had intended to address 
only those illegal suites brought to its 
attention. Sealey said council does not 
intend to institute a survey of illegal 
suites in Sidney.
However, Sealey seemed surprised 
when informed that realtors are aware 
of a large number of illegal suites in 
Sidney. She responded that council was 
riot aware of that many illegal suites and 
only atternpt Tq; pUrsue’L = 
/^problem when brought to ; cciuncil’s 
attention.':;'''
But that’s not good enough for; 
Latimer. He wants to know how far 
council is willing to go to enforce its 
bylaw against illegal suites;
“Are they going to clean up the whole 
town?” he asked. Do they intend a 
door-to-door physical search?
If so, council will be surprised to find 
the number of illegal suites. “You can 
go down Bowerbank ... or any street 
and find half a dozen illegal suites,” he 
said.
by the record low vacancy rate both in 
Sidney and the rest of the Greater 
Victoria area, he said.
It’s a problem that needs to be ad- 
drc.s.sed, Latimer said. “They can’t 





S “You call up a parent and tell him 
S his kid’s drunk and has been picked up 
= with a case of beer in his possession 
Sand the parent says: ‘Thank God, it 
^wasn’t drugs,”’ said Central Saanich 
= police chief Bob Miles to a group of 
^ parents and teachers who attended a 
= drug-alcohol meeting in Sicily’s school 
S last week.
E This reaction was not uncommon 
S the chief said, even though some of the 
= youngsters picked up at beach parties
drink between 10 and 13 years of age. E 
The percentage of students who = 
reported “becoming drunk” in the E 
same six months was 68.4 in Sooke and = 
56.6 in Saanich. E
The study gives a lot of other in- = 
formation, all of which, coupled with S 
reports from .schools and researchers = 
across Canada, indicate that alcohol is S 
overwhelmingly the drug of choice = 
among students. =
But at Tuesday night’s meeting it E 
received far less attention than the =
other dnore . dramatic addictives. E 
Although more devastating in the final
S and elsewhere are so drunk they are result, it is not as glamorous: as some E
= “completely out of it.” of the other chemicals nor does it lend = ;
5 : Are parents not interested, the chief Ttself to display. =
E aske;^ and his question is echoed right ; Alcohol is legal and respectable —• =
g the country: by rese:archers and up until the: point where a‘ young E;
S other people; in jtheffield bf;alcoltoipefton nheebmek^ addic^^ahdjtheiv'itd=' 
S addiction who are .shocked at the one knows quite what to do. = :
S incidence of drinking among students Survey after survey: has shown that =
S .starting at the age of about 13 years. eight out of 10 kids irt high school are E
g The general apathy toward the fact drinking and that drunkenness is =
S that students are’moving away from common but it hardly raises a ripple. E
= marijuana, LSD, MDA and; other Everybody in the alcohol treatmentE 
S more exotic drugs and back toward business knows that youngsters are S'
A North Saanich alderman has 
charged the Capital Regional District 
Hospital Board with interfering with the 
administration of the local hospital.
Aid, Jim Gumming said this week the 
CRD has no legal right to force the 
transfer of the obstetrics unit from 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital to the new 
Helmcken Road Hospital.
The only public body with that 
authority is the local hospital board of 
trustees, said Cumming. And it has 
already noted its opposition.
Cumming said the legal rights of the 
CRD arc contained in the 1967 letters 
patent, which clearly states the CRD is 
responsible for buildings and equipment
on 7-
Continued on Pnge}
The B.C. Labor Relations Board 
concluded its seven-day hearing into 
problems at the .Sidney branch of the 
Saanich Peninsula Savings and Credit 
Union last week without arriving at any 
decisions.
In fact, the LRB only heard a portion 
of the charges laid before it. But there 
has been no indication whether the 
hearing will continue at a later date.
What bus been heard includes the 
credit union management’s case to 
e,Ncludc three employees from the union 
bargaining unit and to place them in 
management instead.
Credit Union general manager Harry
Down said a decision on that part of the 
hearing is expected sometime this week.
The credit union management also 
asked the board for a repre.sentalion 
vote, and that decision is not expected 
until sometime in the next few weeks.
Meanwhile, one portion of the 
hearing — the union’s charges of unfair 
labor practices -- never was heard by 
the three-man panel.
The seven-day hearing begun May 6 
and continued through May 13 at the 
Royal Oak Inn on Pat Bay Highway, 
and stemmed from a number of in­
cidents earlier this year at the flidncy 
branch of the credit union.
Latimer said people now buy homes 
with the intention of making money on 
“in-law” suites to pay for the mortgage. 
He suggested, “A lot of people will lose 
their homes”, if council halts the 
practice.
The problem is particularly 
troublesome for realtors who are faced 
with requc.sts to list illegal suites, 
Latimer said, “It is very difficult for 
us.”
He suggested council isn’t taking the 
right appro-ach to the problem by en­
forcing only those illegal .suites brought 
to its atteniion.
What happens if a neighbour doesn’t 
like the color of the curtains or .some 
other minor detail? he said.
On the other hand, if council intends 
to act on all the illegal suites, a great 
many people will be out on the street. 
And the problem will only be magnified
= alcohol, was reflected, perhaps, in the 
S fact that about 40 people turned out 
E for the Stelly’s meeting called by the 
S Parents Advisory group. Most were 
s women and, about half of them ac- 
S cording to principal Lyle Garroway, 
S teachers,
S There were two panel-board displays 
E of hash pipes, samples of various 
g chemicals and all the paraphenalia, 
S associated with pot, hash, cocaine and 
S other drugs fashionable at the moment 
S but nothing to show that between 80 
3 and 86 per cent of the students aged 12 
g to 19, use alcohol, 
g A 1978 study prepared by three 
S graduate students at the University of 
§ Victoria, under the sponsorship of 
g UVic dcparlrnent phychology head Dr.
1 G.N, Hobson, .showed that 86.8 per 
S.ccnl of the students in Sooke school 
S district and 80.4 per cent in Saanich 
S school di.strict use alcohol. In the six 
S months prior to the study, which 
g sampled information from 619 
S students, some students drank between 
a 13 and 26 times.
Most kids reported having their first
B
drinking at an ever earlier age. s 
Drunkcri kids are coming in to E 
ho.spitals, detoxication and treatment s 
centres, some of them full-blown E 
alcoholics before the age of 18. =
Students are mis.sing classes because E 
of drinking and more than a few are s 
appearing at school under the in-S 
fluence. And this is taking place at = 
.schools in this district unless they are S 
different from those right across s 
Canada — and there is no reason to E 
believe that they arc. =
Graduation parties in many schools | 
have turned into disaster areas with i 
vandalism, car cra.shes and other i 
disruplivc, alcohol-related capers = 
reaching frightening levels. S
School auihorilics refuse to accepts 
responsibility for the actions ofS 
graduating students —• and there is noS 
rea.son why they should. In manyS 
cii.scs, to remove themselves from theS 
whole .scene, they insist that suclis 
parties be held in priyaie premisesi 
away from the school. g
And so the burden of control falls» 
Contimieil on Page 12
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Mayor Norma Sealey Friday released 
,a transcript of Sidney council's much 
^ publici/cd incamcra meeting with Aid. 
Ben lithier - but the press conference she 
had promised fizzled. Victoria Press 
failed to .show • one reporter the mayor 
called was on holiday and another was 
about to take off - and Aid. Ross 
Marlin, the only other, member of 
council present, took umbrage at the 
mayor's stand and defended Ethier,
Sealey said she would release the 
transcript following a confrontation 
between herself and Ethier at a May 12 
council meeting over an article and an 
editorial published in The Victoria 
Times, The mayor charged the article • 
in which Ethier claimed he was sub­
jected to an “inquisition" at the in- 
camera meeting ■■ was inacciiraie, and 
took exception to the editorial which 
suggested Sidney council and the UCMP
apologize to Ethier.
Sealey said Friday the .situation had 
been “blown out of all proportion in the 
papers" rind “the only way to clarify it 
was to make the transcript available.”
She contended the incamcra session 
‘•was in no way an inquisition" and said 
the meeting “ended on a good note. I 
felt council had recognized Ben's intent 
was good and honorable".
Martin disagreed with Sealey, The
meeting could have been termed an 
inquisition, he said, adding he agreed 
with The Times editorial that apologies 
should be made to Ethier. I.aier, 
however, he changed his mind after 
reading both the article and editorial 
and said he thought after all, there was 
no need for ati apology. i
At the incamcra mccing which was 
called by council and attended by Sidney 
RCMP Sgt. Bob Hob.son and Cpl.
Kominski, E.ihier was told council and 
the police were concerned about a series 
of articles he was running in the 
Peninsula Free Press. The nrlicles 
comprised material he had researched 
following discussion with Sidney youths 
and advised youngsters of their rights 
under Canadian law.
Unhappily for Ethier, immediately 
following publication of the first article, 
police hud a run-in with a youth riding a
.motor cycle who refused to give police 
his name and address, sayingdie didn't 
have to. Me ended up with five charges 
against him and the RCMP, assuming 
the youngster had,read Ethier’s article, 
took the alderman to task in a story 
published in The Review.
However, subsequently, the youth 
denied ever reading the story but it took
Cunlimicil on Page 12
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Where People are Invited to
‘ASK US”:;.««
PRESCRIPTIONS and DRUG INFORMATION 
Our pharmacists welcome your inquiries.
HOURS
MON.-SAT.
9 ci.iiii. - 6 p.iiii.
“Where People Are Important”
West Saanich Rd. - in Beautiful Brentwood .■'"1 
7t 1





Open for Lunch & Dinner 
Tuesday to Sunday 
(Closed for Lunch Tuesday)
656-3541
\
The continuing problem 
of student safety on Keating 
Cross Road will be 
discussed again on May 20 
when Saanich school board 
meets Central Saanich 
council.
The matter has been 
discussed and rediscussed at 
council and board level over 
many months. At a recent 
meeting of the board, 
Central Saanich Aid. Percy 
Lazarz appeared to tell 
trustees that council felt 
that it had done just about 
everything it could to 
guarantee the safety of 







Enjoying fun at special luncheon in their honor are 26 visiting students from Squatec, 
Quebec. Students are here on exchange trip, and an equal number of North Saanich school 
students will be making the trip east shortly.
Bab's Family 
Restaurant






 Open Mon. Thru Sol. 9 o.m. ■ 8 p.m. 




— FINE CANADIAN & ; 
CHINESE FOOD ■








Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner Daily 
Sunday Brunch 11:30 and 1:30
7172 Brentwood Drive
652-2413
Sidney’s own Grassroots Theatre Company of 
Parklands .school will be staging a rock musical — 
Kaleidoscope — May 24 at the school theatre.
The show is part of a Grassroot’s tour of Vancouver 
Island with the company playing two shows daily at 
Nanaimo, Powell River and Campbell River. Some 28 
youngsters will be living on stage and sleeping in 
sleeping bags, living, in fact, like truly professional 
theatrical, says Doug Bambrough, Grassroots theatre 
director.
Bambrough says the musical originated with him 
when he was teaching in Campbell River. He set an 
English class to write poetry about all the things that- 
were bothering them. “Things like love, war, all those 
controversial matters that bother kids in terms of 
growing up,’’Bambrough says. '
Later, the poetry was transferred into prose, then 
interspersed with music and finally turned into a 
sophisticated show that “is now literally a rock opera,’’ 
he explains.
“It’s got dance, music, drama, comedy,” Bam­
brough says. “It takes a look at the lives of young 
people — or even older people fC. ihat matter. Because 
we all have the same fears and frustrations — only at 
different levels.”
Much of the music comes from Broadway and has 
been inserted into the play. At Parklands, it’s a “no- 
miss one-show” Bambrough says, who’s off to 
Australia to do some more theatre before returning to 
Parklands in the fall.
Gini Foley is the choreographer with Debbie Allen 
assisting. Jacqueline Coulsen is assisting with the music. 
Tickets are $2 at the door. Curtain is 8 p.m.










2470 Beacon Ave. &56> I812
Country Kitchen
Bfentwood Shopping Plaza 
^^^"IlDiimlylcC.iKiluiit; iiiitl 
' lliikitij; III Olil-
I I'lnliiiini'il l‘iim 
Open
7 Days A Week 






THURSDAY & SUNDAY 
SMORGASBORD DINNER 
WEDNESDAY EVENING




SEAFOOD a STEAK 
OPEN DAILY FOR 
LUNCH601NNER 
[Cloud Tuot.) ^





Foot of Beacon Ave.
OCEAN VIEW
Dawn Thompson and Caroline Ellison 
are happy to announce the Grand 
Opening of Peninsula Custom Drapes. 
Formerly Danish Drapes, Peninsula will 
continue in the same location, with new 
personalized service.
And a new feature:
From Estimate to Installation ~ 
Three Weeks' Service!






C : 2321 Boocdn, Ave."!
•! 656-4822
WEST SAANICH ROAD, BRENTWOOD
»ea Breeze Cafe
9776 - 4th St. . Sidney
Behind the Post Ollice,
— SPECIAtiZING IN — 
FISH & CHIPS
Breakfast-lunch-dinner 
Open Dally 7:30 AM-7:30 PM 
CloudSunday











BEACON AVE.. SIDNEY. B.C.
The Finest in 
Family Dining







Spoelolliing In Chinese 
S Canadian Food
West Soonlch Rd.
by Royol Oak 
.Shopping Centre
hheieivQtlons; 479-2120
OPEN: MON. THURS. 4" ■ MIDNIGHT 
fRI.-Sal. 4“ . 1“ a.ni. 
SUNDAY 4“ • 8’p.m,
Oiilivoty willi mimnuim oidet '
2493 Beacon Ave.
cz/^zi.tauxant
2138 Keeling X Rd.
Open Every Day 
Evening Dining 
Wed. ■ Sunday 
Fully Llceniod
656-3944 652-2513
EAT IS OS TAEE OUT
JMlTUip"
TmMBURGERS - FISH & CHIPS 
-ICECREAM
Eat • Phnne in' Take out
at the X-Road Mt. Newton 
ft East Saanich 
652-9313
- • BURGERKING 
•CHICKEN •FISH » CHIPS
Deacon Plata Mall,Sidney
656-S442
Lunn's Pastiy Deli 
& Coffee Shop
■ Fancy Meali- 






47moRi. CANOE COVE 
MARINA








Tuet, Thru Sol, 11i30 • litO neon 
4i30.7i30p,m. 
tondey 4iS0 • YiM p.m, 
Cloied Monday
9807.4lh St., Sidney 
656-6722 takeout
Where’to take your vlsltoro E friends
UUMMNHdiMII
, AROMOKICCiOI.I' COUKSK, 930 Ardmore Dr, & Wesl Sannich Road, Sidney 
A cozy D-hoIcr, ideal for rtimillcs. Ucauiiful .scenery and .special twilight rates for ‘J-liolc 
game. Clubs and cart rentals — picnic and barbecue facilities —• swimming beach, Rhone 
65(i.462l. , : '\X'
BRENTWOOD INN, 7172 Brentwood Drive, Brcnlwood, 652-2413.
THE PRAIRIE INN, comer Ml. Newton X Road# and Eaisi Kaunlcli Rd. 6.56*1.575 
Relax by the lire and listen to live cnicriainmcni while playing Chess, Cribbage, Checkers, 
Backgammon, Darts or Pool.
.SIDNEV I RA VEEODOE, 22fM» Beacon Ave,, .Sidney, 656-1176
Eoniciei Place every Friday and Saturday night 9-2 a m,, dance to the music of lhe SO's
featuring In the Lounge, Michael Judson, Guitar Vocalist, 8i{X) p,tn. to Midnight.
SALMON FISHING, Boat Rental, Guided Fishing Trips (all inclusive) Family fishing 
in the pfoiccicd Saanich Inlet. BRENTWOOD BOAT IIKNTAI,S at the Ferry Dock 
Brentwood Bay. Phone 652-1014.
Sidney and North Saanich share the costs of the- 
library on Beacon Avenue — expected this year to be 
594,749 — and because costs are shared on the basis of 
assessments, North Saanich will pay the slightly larger v 
amount of 56.4 per cent for 1980.
In a recent letter to Sidney council Mayor Eric 
Sherwood wrote that in the opinion of North Saanich 
council the sharing is “inequitable” because “there are 
more potential library users in Sidney.” He 
pointed out a review by the library in 1979 showed 25 
per cent more actual Sidney users than North Saanich.
Sherwood suggested Sidney agree for 1981 to sharing: 
costs by the method used for sharing the recreation 
centre costs — namely, 50 per cent on assessment and 50 
per centon population: ^
Sidney council however, turned down the suggestion 
at its May 12 meeting. Costs are down for Sidney
..-V y-v v-v « ft n A : * ^ ^ - n 0 ' X.1 ‘because of increased assessments in North Saanich, 
council said; And in other cost sharing matters, the 
boot, apparently, is on the other foot, with Sidney - 
paying more than North Saanich for Recreation.
As well, it was pointed out, North Saanich may have 
fewer users, but because they travel a greater distance ^ 
than Sidney users will likely take out more books each 
time, while Sidney users having easier access to the 
library may take out fewer books on each occasion.
top man 
for Trident
Trident Aircraft Ltd. has 
a new president and 
chairman of the board. 
He’s Robert Whyte of
Winner of 
The Lions Club 400









Vancouver, who replaces 
Alan Eyre, principal 
shareholder and longtime 
booster of the company's 
plan to manufacture an 
amphibian aircraft.
Eyre will continue to sit 
as a member of the board 
and remains the major 
shareholder in the company 
despite his decision to step 
down.
A company an­
nouncement said Eyre’s 
reason for resigning the top 
position is to devote more 
time to other busincs in­
terests, He is the president 
of Ducck on Broadway 
Ltd., a major Vancouver 
car dealership.
Whyte, n director this 
past year, is presldenl of 
Tohean Ltd. a Vancouver 
holding company involved 
in commercial leasing. ,
We're Giving You Our Heart
* 'N
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Came Hoy with ui.
Cla»e to duv,nlov»n, v»iihin v.«lklng dittance to mo»t theatrei, ihen- 
pirigmnll»*ti«ach«»,
•Cult Cotillon lat lneokloil. lunth • dinner,
•live entetiolnment In our Night Worth lounge,
•Dnnclng nightly in the Dovie Hull Pub,
•Imliwiiluol holconie* with ponoromlf view! el the city. 
luitUur, inaunioiiii Odd llio leo.
•Color ruhle Villon with In houie movie*.
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Sidney to host
Commanches
Look out Sidney, the Commanches 
are coming!
But don’t bother to circle the wagons 
— these Commanches are airplanes, not 
Indians. They’re members of the 
International Commanche Society — all 
of whom fly Piper Commanche air­
craft.
The society is a worldwide 
organization with more than 3,000 
members in countries such as England, 
Australia, the United States, New 
Zealand, and a number of European 
countries.
But Sidney will play host to only the 
Northwest “tribe” — somewhere 
between 40 and 45 Commanche aircraft 
— this weekend as the annual con­
vention gets under way.
Top Commanche members in this 
area are Sidney’s Bob and Irene 
Parkinson, 10958 Littlewood, who have 
set up the convention in hopes of at­
tracting the worldwide convention of 
Commanche aircraft here next year.
Parkinson said in an interview last 
week the convention is slated for 
somewhere in the Northwest Tribe next
year, but a site has yet to be chosen.
But the only drawback to Sidney is 
lack of a convention centre in Victoria. 
He said the 300 aircraft and 600 people 
who would attend need proper ac­
comodation, and if the convention 
centre was already here, Sidney’s 
chances of hosting the affair would be 
“a sure thing”.
Turning to the Northwest Convention 
May 24, 25, and 26, Parkinson said it 
will include a technical clinic on aircraft 
engine maintenance and overhaul 
Saturday night by Jim Robertson of 
Robertson Aircraft Ltd. at the Pat Bay 
Airport.
Saturday afternoon the more than 50 
Commanche owners will tour Trident 
Aircraft at the airport.
Also on the weekend agenda is a trip 
to Butchart Gardens, a salmon barbecue 
and a short jaunt (via air of course) to 
Long Beach.
Preparations for the “fly-in” took 
about three months, said Parkinson, 
with the biggest problem being ground 
transportation for pilots and their 
families.
WEEKDAYS 9 - 9 SUNDAYS n - 9
' ... ‘.t. / *
iililiiiiSiilifSiiill
CORt^ER OF 
WALLACE OR. It W. SAAPilCH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
ANGLICAN
PARISH OF NORTH SAANICH
HOLY TRINITY — PAT BAY 
ST. ANDREWS — SIDNEY
lOTfCEOF
EXTRAORDSflARY MEETING 
MAY 25 - SUi^DAY
PRICES EFFEaiVE; MM 22, 23, 24 it 25, 1980
HOL Y TRINITY 10 A.M. 
ST. ANDREWS II:15 A.M. 
TO DISCUSS THE PROPOSED 





Continued from Page 1 
funding, but not individual hospital 
administration.
The decision to retain the obstetrics 
unit at Saanich Peninsula Hospital is a 
hospital administration decision, said 
Cumming, and not within the CRD’s 
realm.
Cumming told a North Saanich 
council meeting last month he wanted 
the CRD stopped from intruding into 
■ the local hospital’s business.
Last week Cumming explained the 
^ CRD has two functions: to share in the 
cost of hospital construction (up to 40 
per cent) and to share in funding for 
major equipment purchases (up to 60 
per cent).
Both these decisions are then ratified 
by the provincial government.
Thus, in the case of the new Helm­
cken Road Hospital, the CRD has every 
right to make decisions about how to 
"^equip the obstetrics unit — insofar as 
the decisions are approved by the 
^. provincial government—buimo fight to 
‘.'force bther hospitals to give up their 
obstetrics units^ and .use the new 
hospital, he said: ■;
Cumming said the CRD needed the
consent of the other hospitals to 
relinquish their obstetrics units.
However, the CRD has some leverage 
— “1 wouldn’t call it blackmail” — in 
that it can withhold funds for new 
buildings and equipment, he siad.
Meanwhile, Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital administrator John Stevens 
indicated at first that Cumming wasn’t 
correct. But later Stevens changed his 
statement and said it could come down 
to the CRD on one side and/the local 
hospital board on the other, with the 
provincial government perhaps making 
the final decision.
Stevens contends the CRD hospital 
and health planning commission can 
make some decisions. Hesaid it did with 
the Jubilee’s when it overruled the 
hospital’s opposition to the move to the 
new Helmcken Road Hospital.
He pointed out that the Jubilee has 
: the number of births needed to make the 
new obstetrics unit at Helmcken 
operable, but the Saanich peninsula has 
only about 150 births per year — hot 
really enough to make:a difference at 
Helmcken. But whatever the situation, 









Central Saanich recreational co-ordinator Tim 
Richards is already thinking and planning for fall’s 
programs and classes for residents to wile away the 
grey days during autumn and winter.
He’s open to all kinds of ideas — either from 
potential instructors or from people who have a yen to 
take a particular class and learn something. And that 
could be a hobby, craft, indoor sport — even boat­
building. •
First, Richards is .seeking in.structors, people who will 
teach badminton, table tennis, basketball, adult fitness 
classes, etc. And instructors for hobbies, photography, 
auto mechanics, pottery and various arts and crafts.
What would people like to learn? Who will help 
instruct ilicin? You can help Richards get tho.se fall 
programs going by phoning him at 652-4444. He'll be 
pleased to hear from you.
hy.
"NOW IN OUR BEAUTIFUL NEW DINING ROOM"
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL #
SOUP DU JOUR OR CHEF SALAD 
IMRBECUED BADY BACK RIBS 





11:30 -2:30 p.m. 
We will be carving 











2476 Mt, N*wton X Road 652.1146
On Patricio Hoy Highway, 5 Mllac from Parry 
















There’s a .special Family 
Day Picnic slated for May 
25 at Centennial Park, It's 
organized by Tim Riehards, 
co-ordinaior for Central 
Saanich recreation - and 
' he’s got some surprises this 
year.
, The picnic - which goes 
6,from 11 a.ni. to 4 p.m, - 
won’t concentrate on 
displays and things to 
watch, ns it did last year, 
Richard.s says he found he 
didn’t have enough time to 
arrange that kind of event 
but that "what tipped the 
u scale” was his own desire to 
make a real picnic, one of 
the old-fashioned kind, 
First, everyone is invited
and should bring picnic 
lunches. There’s also a 
concession stand serving 
coffee and hot dogs.
DECIDED TO 
KEEP HER FOR 
ANOTHER 
YEAR?
Richards is going to have 
the park stacked with games 
leaders, all of whom will 
have access to a nearby van 
full of equipment. He hopes 
people > both young.stcrs 
and adults - will play gomes 
which may lead to com­
petition. He's even got a 
giant long tug-o-war at the 
ready,
i The accent will be on 
spontaneity, the aim is to 
stimulate people to join in 
games and activities, he 
says,
With things the way they 
arc, NOW is the perfect 
time to “fix up" ole 
Betsy and keep her 
running right for a few 
marc years .... and 
there’s no better way to 
start than with a new 
muffler
r „ , ... . ............... “---------------------------------—
BUTLER
, IIROIMLRS ABOOCtAlKSTOf^E ■
iTUlVING TflLrUNlNSULA WTTITA I’Ut.L
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Reading the recent letters from Mr. T. Davis and Aid.
D. Bingham on the subject of bigotry has been 
reminiscent for me of a time I once spent in the British 
Library reading Victorian and Edwardian recom­
mendations to the British government on ways to deal 
with “the poor savages” in the colonies.
Suggestions in those ancient documents included such 
things as sending old clothing, food, bibles and old 
school books and perhaps doing a little missionary work 
on the side. .-Ml of it. of course, begged the essential 
question: patched things up, perhaps, but never really 
addressed the issue of poverty and misery that has, for 
so long, been the lot of so many of our fellow human 
beings.
Now here it all comes again: yet that same white 
supremacist attitude with all its illogicalities and san­
ctimonious rhetoric about doing good to the poor while 
keeping them severely in their place. Had 1 searched for 
examples of the European colonial altitude to which I 
referred in my first letter 1 could not possibly have 
found a f ner collection than has been offered by Davis 
and Bingham.
My primary concern is over the manner by which 
unsupportable and illogical assumptions can materially 
affect our behaviour towards other people and in doing 
so become pan of a problem rather than pan of a 
solution.
The matter of the S-WO donation to the Intercultural 
.Association of Greater Victoria is an example of this. 
.Aid. Bingham wishes to apply a standard i.e. that “the 
cost of administration of all sorts should never exceed 
10 per cent of the total moneys received by a charity."
Thus he expects the individual operating the 
association to advertize, organize, collect, store, select,
- deliver, feed, clothe and house themselves on S2096.27 a 
year! Failure to achieve this collossal act of self-denial 
will, according to .Aid. Bingham's logic, disqualify them 
from receiving suppon.
Personally, 1 think it is remarkable that the 
association was able to do as much as it did last year on 
a mere SIO.673.29 given current costs of rent, office 
supplies, travel and living. What .Aid. Bingham might 
have more logically suggested in keeping with his lO per 
cent rule was that North Saanich council give the 
association more money not less.
If the association has been able to set up an effective 
structure for S 10,000 and wants for next year a total 
amount that is somewhat less than the average doctor’s 
salary to consolidate itself in order to help refugees, this 
is. by any economic reckoning, very commendable.
■Another disturbing issue is raised by Aid. Bingham’s 
opposition to the im'migratiom of “Orientals.” He 
writes: “Cu!rufes...do not mix easily” and implies, a.s 
does Mr. Davis, that there is somethine about the
people of the tropical zones that ill-suits them to our 
temperate ways.
Is he suggesting that the “more responsible” 
Europeans with whom he compared Indo-Chinese 
refugees in a recent North Saanich council meeting, do 
mix well within their temperate climate? 1 recall that 
twice in this century the tribes of North Europe have 
been at each other’s throats; and one can hardly regard 
those two great temperate powers, the USSR and the 
USA as bosum pals.
Aid. Bingham is right: cultures do not mix easily. But 
that has never, in all the human history, stopped 
mankind from trying, albeit cautiously, to interweave 
its tribes and cultures. The very language we use is one 
of the most tangible proofs of racial and tribal in- 
termi.xing. Many of the countries in which those “more 
responsible Europeans” live are culturally mixed.
Canada itself is intensely culturally mixed and was at 
one time solely inhabited by tribes of oriental origin 
who have lived here in snow, ice, heat and forests for 
20,000 years.
I am also very concerned about the manner in which 
both Mr. Davis and .Aid. Bingham refer to this issue in 
the vastly over-simplified terms of black and white. It 
seems that one is either in or out. Aid. Bingham, for 
example, cites experience in Africa, Ceylon, India, 
Egypt, Libya, Palestine and Lebanon as reasons why he 
is opposed to the immigration of “orientals” into 
Canada. Yet none of these countries he mentions is 
inhabited by Oriental people. Why, I wonder, would a 
trip to Ghana produce such a judgement about 
“Orientals”?
May I assume that a visit to, say, Luxemborg, is 
sufficient experience upon which to judge the Finns, the 
Irish? That time spent in New Zealand qualifies mic to 
judge the Dutch? Or is it more simply a case of if you’ve 
seen one, you’ve seen them all?
The point is that while on the one hand Dr. Bingham 
observes that cultures don’t easily mix, on the other, he 
denies that their differences are of any consequence in 
decisions regarding the racial nature of this country.
D. Bingham and Mr. Daris have tended, I think, to 
make precisely the same assumption about me as they 
have made about Indo-Chinese pieople. I’ve been urged 
by Dr. Bingham not to jump to “uninformed con­
clusions” while Mr. Daris is willing to wager one day of 
Dr. Bingham’s life against my entire lifetime! Yet more 
unsupportable assumptions.
I really don’t want to indulge in any self-eulogizing. 
Suffice to say that I’m not as inexperienced and 
uninformed in these matters as our two elder statesmen 
would like to believe. .
- ri just don’t like bigotry. That’s all.
Geoffrey Potter, Ph.d.
9459 West Saanich Road 
Sidnev
WEATHER SUFMVARY
Max. T«fTYp.. ........ (17.9) Moyl7 Rain ................
Min. Temp . . .......... (5.9) May 17 Snow................
Moan .......... Toto! for Yeor . ..................377.5
Sunshine........ .................... 42.0
Total for Year . ....................562.8
lOHO TERM AVERAOe-.
Meon Max. .. ........................ 15.3 Record Min. ... . ,(l.l)May12/70
Record Max. . . .(29.4)fAoy U/73 Mean Temp. . - ...................... 11.7
Mean Min. ., .......................... 5.B Precipitotion .. .................... 380,3
Biu’y the hatchet
Aid. Ben Ethier has gained an ally in his 
fight against alleged “inquisitorial” treat­
ment by Sidney council and the RCMP. Aid.
Ross Martin ranged himself alongside Ethier 
and against Mayor Norma Sealey at a press 
conference last Friday when the mayor was 
trying to refute charges Ethier had made in a 
Victoria Times article.
Ethier, it will be recalled, wrote a series of 
articles on citizens’ rights designed to help 
young people in their dealings with police. He 
opened up his private telephone number to 
young people with problems in that area. A 
commendable objective.
The alderman’s next step was to research 
from law books (he not being a lawyer).
Ethier copied out extracts and gave the end 
product to a lawyer for vetting. In all, he 
wrote eight articles, two of which appeared in 
the Peninsula Free Press.
Then Mayor Sealey convened a closed 
council meeting to discuss the articles and 
Sidney RCMP Sgt. Bob Hobson xvas present 
along with Ethier and other aldermen. After 
the meeting, Ethier asked the Free Press not 
to print the remaining articles.
On May 7 an article appeared in the Vic­
toria Times giving Ethier’s version of what 
went on in the in-camera meeting. Ethier 
claimed he had been subjected to an 
: AMnquish and implied he had no choice 
but to withdraw the anicles. He also claimed 
he came to the meeting unprepared, not 
knowing the subject to be discussed.
The mayor wrote a letter to The Times 
refuting .Eihier’s .basic allegations,, but it
never appeared. Instead, The Times called for provides a detailed account of the missionary doctor’s work jn fire operating rooms and laboratories of remote 
ri Tcouncif and the RCMP to apolbgizeTO Ethier^ Scott has travelled extensively in - landsi^
in a Slav 12 editorial, prompting Sealev to aboutMcCiure's years in the
Gaza Strip (1951-1954); in Ratiam, India (1954 - 1967); 
in Sarawak, among the former head-hunters (1972- 
1974); in Peru (1975-1976); St. A’incent (1976); and 
Zaire (1977). The result is a well-researched, frequently 
fascinating book about an extraordinary man. ,
Scon has done a good job of arranging his material 
into short, bright chapters full of memorable anecdotes.
He sets up a story well, and creates a lively gallery of 
minor characters: Mustapha the gentle avenger; the 
mistrustful sheik with the broken kneecap; Manohar 
Nagpal, the resourceful Indian pacifist.
The narrative contains a wealth of incidental in­
formation on medical procedurcs. Third World jxslitics, 
and comparative religion. The reader is given insights 
into the .Arab and Indian temperaments; with in­
formation concerning s ascetomies and more ingenious 
methods of binh control; with a brief treatise on the 
treatment of leprosy; with capsule histories of posi-ssur 
political dev elop.ments.
At time.k, Scott’s comprehensiveness can become 
boring (1 learned everything I never vvamed to know 
.about the organization of mission hospitals in ,-Asia), but 
for the most part, the facts are focused and hum,anized
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Sunday, May 25 
9:45 a.m. - Sunday 
School for all ages.
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l:)' The.second yplume.i^^Ivlonrpe S^qii’sibiography of 
Robitrt McClure— McClure: The Years of Challenge -
by the enigmatic character of McClure.
McClure is best described as a compassionate fanatic, 
a man who delighted in his capacity for Spartan - 
selflessne^^. Etespite physical hardship and bureaucratic : 
"“muddliKT®lcGlure was exuberantlv) commiiteri' tb: hisS ;'
1
announce a press conference for later in the 
i'week. T.yy-:..).:;:.).'. .y,. ;
The press conference took place Friday but 
the charges and counter charges continue to
"■ny.y,,: ■
In one important respect we agree with 
Aid. Ross Martin. It’s time the matter was 
laid to rest. At this point, either everyone 
owes everyone an apology — or no one does.
But the hatchet should be buried.
Ethier obviously felt a sense of hurt after 
the in-camera meeting. But if he had felt on 
really firm ground he could have thumbed 
his nose at both council and police and 
continued the articles. Instead, he must have 
realized there was substance to council's 
objections — but took his sense of him to the 
press.
Sealey has now released a transcript of the 
closed meeting discussion. What emerges 
appears to be a freevs heeling discussion in 
which aldermen commend Ethier for his good 
intentions but question the way he was going 
about things. There were some factual 
discrepancies in the fir.si two articles, despite 
the lariyer’s vetting, and the proposal was 
made that if Ethier was to continue them the 
RCMP and/or council and perhaps other 
people — a lawyer and a social worker — 
should be allowed to offer suggestions on the 
drafts.
Again and again, speakers emphasized the 
sensitive nature of the advice being given in .
7 the ariicles and the fact that many legal points : 
were open To interpretation. Tn otie respect, 
however, the RCMP's concrens were over­
drawn. The iTolice assumed that a youth who 
had been arrested after defying a police 
officer had done so as a result of Ethier’s 
articles, Apparently, the youth denies this.
The only alderman to come to Ethier’s 
defence in the aftermath of this affair — Ross 
Martin — did so without having read Ethier’s 
articles or The Times article and,editorial,
While we believe Martin’s contributions as 
an alderman to council are sk’ond to none, 
we do think he failed to do his homew ork on 
thi.v occasion, regardless of the fact that hi.s 
, opinion remained substamiaJly the same ajicr
, .yhe’d remedied the aiiuaiionv /V -
And'’M,'\riin’s critidsm of the mayor for 
' calling ' a press s'onfere'n-.'? a i'.hov'.V Etli'i'rr 
present is unfair, Ethier had his say in the 
press, Sealey was tryin,g,lo have hers. ' . 7 ;
■ ' If the mavof -could ly* In "
■ y iiymight perhaps be. saiddhai. she' tevok. a 
7,;sledgehammer do',crack,ya nut,. But .wh'en 
..^.Scalcy is dcalmg-vvith facts she is usualiy spot ■ 
on., . ■
.As Scott makes clear, his attachmeni to medical 
science vvas almost mystical: “Religion, philosophy, 
and science met at the point of focus beneath the lens of 
the microscope”.
His relationship to his native country is ambiguous. 
As Scon observes, McClure's enthusiasm for Canada 
was bounded onl> by his own unwillingness to live here. 
.As the first lay moderator of the United Church from 
196S-1971, .McClure informed his countrymen that 
afiluence does not make for happiness; that Canadian 
doctors were overpaid and insufficiently dedicated, and 
that church members were niggardly in their charitable 
contributions.
Such pronouncements were not merely the work of a 
consciemious devil's advocate; McClure possessed a 
sincere appreciation of other cultures, a genuine 
acquaintance with other worlds.
“He felt that Canadians had a lot to leanv from 
Confucian courtesy, from Japanese self-discipline, 
from .-Arab generosity, from Chinese resiliency, from 
Moselm devotion, from Parsee honesty,”
McClure; The Years of Challenge is available through 
the Sidney-North Saanich or Brentwood branch of the 
regional library.
Angfkan Church of Conedo
THE PARISH 
OF SIDNEY & 
NORTH SAANICH
Sunday May 2Sth 1980 
DEQSION DAY 
This Sunday there will 
be Congregational 
Meetings at 7 both 
churches' to discuss, and 
vote upon the- dividing 
of the parish.
ALL MEMBERS ARE 




















Rev. Robert Sansom 
656-4870 — 656-5322
60 YEARS AGO:
From the May 20, 1920 Issue of The Review
7 How Jo >ou.,£c; vour time? Some Ut.tndcr>,gel it by' 
triephone from N'icioria vi,i Duncan. C'ln Mayne Isiand 
ycHi hcas the A'anciv.nc!' boat whistle bkvvs, Qn Saiurna 
>f'u>ef ,>out watch by the whistle .u the sawntill. On 
nuui d.\ss the purser of she Island Prince.w obligingly 
gG i,wou city time. On G.iilia.no.. where one can .also 
■ hea: she C ,P R ho,u'y whistle, there i> cleverly-madc 
scievr!if',vally constructed sundial built by,Mr. Thornely 
'Under the d'ltvtion'of Mr, Fnkf.' The pointer is .an 
oblong bc'x'which nKnev,or:i a pivot.with a.vertical slif 
on (hr end ikMr>e>d toMhe ‘un through7^hich, a line of 
light i- thiowa to the opposite end of the box.. When 
tlyedua poiiision >0 !h,\i a tow ,,:if naiU coincides with the 
>.!re«k,of ,H.nUghs, 3 .inetai poiraet outside the ben, on 
the,dial.shows wmiitne. ■
50 YEARS AGO; ■ ■
F rom (he Mli> 22, I9.t0 iviuf of T he Review 
Sidney has a drugg'is! with ideas and he is using one in 
pariicuLir to the niutu,ii advamtifc of the genera) public 
.ind h'imsdf: the g'cr.era! public rC'Cening a preparation 
kriossn ,is.“m.yta'.illa’'., a quick and sure relief for 
' reheumatism, lumbagsS, niasica and neurms .— and, he 
.'IS taking tn g(.vsd''CCiiri of the tealrn in exchange,.'
.' Mr, J.IT McNe'il. our liv.ytdrug,gist is now ciuttle'dlo 
the cLvisificatio:! o,f nNinufaviuring chemist, for he is 
maknu' a qualiiy prtvduct (h,in, misny people in,this area 
ate no'w wcu;K'quai,!5sco'With,'
,'/’Mac” stufted manuf,;ic;ur!r.g,'“:ria:asi:ia” .'after 
heating 0.1, ir»'u,j< .is, & South American remedy,.
Nov* o ncsthing i*.v p.-event ”marax,!!Ia” fpam
lutufe.' ^ ,ii ■ ■■ '
. ,4ft YEARS AGO; '.
, Froni'the M$) 22,194ft tout of The Review
. iiud ,'n.ios.'mdiwy o'.'is” sectic'n's.otibat.1 nine are 
■ vs,a?mg was up';0'q''top and haven't as yet SiHt a ga,mc., 
Kw5v..ng, up t,hti!, cV"Ctrien!.,„,,'fe'Cotd the.y, ■■noun'ced, 
. Hal vrsiu, ruci i -l-c ..SEvndav/in Maneyv Dave .Ascoti ,svaii 
li.'oyt'iu j'O! ire'cnsuc gw-mc tor, Jtse i>cvc,is):s, jursfing
them over the pan so Jimmy Eckert-
P. Lowiher wilThead the S,!i!s Spring Chorctl Scxieiy, 
taking over front F.C, Turner who retired from the 
presidency after four years. Turner take,* on the vice- 
prerivlent’s duties while Miss M, Monk will be secretary- 
ireasuret, Committee members cciitsisi of .Mrs. H..A. 
Robinson, Mrs. W,.A, Roberts, and Stuart Bannister,
3ft YEARS AGO;
lromthfMa)25.l950lM.ueofTheRe>levi-
largest crowd ever seen at Fulford for the annual 
sisons,d.iiy watched the crowning of The Slay Queen. 
B.irhar.i Coopsie, May 24, The newls-ciowned queen is 
the d,jughter of Sir, and Mrs, W. Coopsie of Beaver 
Point Road.
Meanwhile, another large crowd was attracted to 
Beaver Point May |9 when ,A..A, Stevens rcixified 
finding a giant squid on his beach. The monster w-w 
dead and pans of the tentacles were missing. The body 
was over four feet tn length, and the remains of the 
tentacles, another four feet, give the impression she 
squid would have nieasurcvl better than nine feet, v 
20 YEARS AGO:
From the May 25,1960 issue of The Review 
-Mrs. Len BowccTt received congratulations this week 
for preducing the oldest cookboevk at the .“CtXiking 
l.ikc <<)” demon,stration last week at Sidney School. 
Mf>, .Ikvwyoti's Kw'k vlaied,. back so the early Lbih
cffitun.
lOVEARS'AGOt ■
From the.Yfiy 27. f970l*suet»f The Review.
K,oiv,!u!, iinagiiution iui,* pten ki (o*ase lu tne .Nortfi 
SiKinich street-ruiming contest which closetAla.y .M. 
.Aid. Joe Lott, who with .Aid, Nell Honh is responsible 
T'of orcariizing the compciiiion in kscal Khcxils, said 
.svviae .ihtidren have sens, tn a* many as .JtXt sug|csted 
strrei ram-e'S,
One , youngster .with a tense, of, the. dramatic has 
. sut'iriitied an enure H'ues or caumuy-type .addr«s<.s — 





Sunday, May 25 
9:30 a.m. Communion





Sunday, May 25 
8:.10a.ni. Communion 
11:15 a.m, Family 
Service (Hall) 
Rev. Ivin Fuiter 
6S2-28J2 
Office 652-4311 




Now meet at the Moose 
Hall, 79,25 East Saanich 
Rond.
Sun, — 11:15 a.m, — 
Breaking of Bread 
7:00 p.m.
Public Lecture 
Sun. ~ May 25th 7:00 
p.m. •— Bible Workshop 
ALLWELCXJME 
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Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478
Stelly’s Secondary School 1627 Stelly’s Cross Rd.
SAANICHTON 
BIBLE FELLOWSHIP
Meets each Sunday 
Keating Elem. School 
6843 Central Saanich Rd. 
Lord’s Supper 9:30 a.m. 






5506 Oldfield Rd. 
Sundays
9:45 a.m. Family
f:-;,-' ; L...^ ,Hour
i 1:00 a.m. W 
6:00 pirn. 7: Evening 
: Service,' 
Wednesday
















Dennis J. Paap, Pastor 
Res. 656-7484 
Office 656-2721
The Church By The Lake
Elk Lake
Community Baptist 
5363 Pat Bay Highway 
9:30a.m. Family
''Church School 
10:30 a.m.iMofo; Service 
Nursery & J unior Church 
7:30 p.m. Evening
Fellowship






792 Sea Dr. 
Brentwood Bay 
Sunday, May 25 




Rev, Will Dobson 
652-3860 
Wardens:
A.L, Isaac 652-2138 
A.S. McNeil 652-26 51
Sidney 
Church j 
Of the I 
Foursquare 
Gospel 







Hope (I THEtSS. 4:16.17) 
The Church meets at: 



















10030Third St.. Sidney 
(while under construction) 
Saturday Mass only 














7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Praver
ALL ARE YVELCO.ME 






7008 \Y‘. Saanich Rd. 
Brentwood Bay
9;45 a m, Simdity Schoi 
ILtXi.t.m. Worshi
United Church
of CanadaWCNtV A 
NOmH 4*.*nKm
»** I, Hurl 
Ottif*;
UV,|«}4 ' 
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10.164 McDonald P.uk Rd,
Rev. R.J.'Bob’ Mitchell 
Pastor






'• TX) p.m. Praise A Share
Thursday
7;iX)p.m. Bible Study 
"Pre.viehirif ib- Chrivt- 
l-tfe in Chai’ixnt.vtic 
fultiH'vsy
YOUR FRIEND! Y 
COMMUNITY 
CHURCH .
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Bottom Round or Rump [1st, 2nd 
or Corner Cut] Canada Gr. A ....
Good Breakfast Regular or 
Thick. 500g Package ......
Duncan Hines. Assorted 
Deluxe, Deluxe Hy Country or
520g Package : - -
Taste Tells
14 fl. OZ. (398 ml) tins
Taste Tells 
14 fl. OZ. (I mL) tins. . ..
100% Whole Wheat 
24 OZ. (680g) sliced loaves
Scotch Treat or 
Scotch Buy. Frozen
2 lb. (907g) bag....
Lucerne. Assorted Flavours ............................. Ja tub
Royale
White or Yellow m
2 ply. boxes of 100... .. .. £m DOXes





■" ;• ^ -''A ''
I;:'/; v.'^
Safeway I Mouthwash
B.C, Grown. Netted Gems 
Canada No. 1 Grade






Washington. Extra Fancy 



















150 mi size 






Prices Effective May 23 to 25 In your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store,
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SHOP LOCALLY FOE FRIENDLY SERViCE AND COMPETiTSVE PEiCMG
ANTIQUES AND SECOND HAND
Brentwood Bargain Barn 
7115 West Saanich 652-1711 
Danish Upholstery .
7177 W, Saanich Fid.- 652-1591 





J R Ceramic Stop 
6765 Veyaness, 656-4123 
CANDY STORES
FISH MARKET HARDWARE continued
Satellite Fish Co.
Foot of Beacon— 656-2642
Brentwood Candyman




Brentwood Florist and Garden Shop 
7111 West Saanich Rd. ~- 652-2131 
Holloway's Sidney Florist 
2499 BeaconAve. -656-3313





1197 Verdier Avo. - 652 4224
LUMBER AND SUPPLIES
Butler Bros. Buildall
2046 KeatingX Road - 652-1121
Windsor Plywood
2120 KeatingX Rd, --652-5632
PETS AND SUPPLIES
Aquatiel Pet Shop






Fantasia Fashions lor Children 





Marsh Centro of Art




P.a.I.s. Child Centre 




10114 McDonald Pork Rd. -656-7201
AUTO BODY & PAINTING
Superior Collision 
2104 Malaview- 656-5581
AUTOMOTIVE PARTS AND SERVICES




Beacon Plaza Mall -• 656-4414
DRAPES v
Peninsula Custom Drapes 





Royal Bank of Canada 
1183 Verdier -652*1173 
Royal Bank of Canada 
2464 Bfjacon —656-3947
BATH BOUTIQUES 
TL & D. Plumbing and Bath Supplies 
9783-ardSt,-656-2514 
The Happy Cooker 
2405 Beacon- 656-4711
DRY CLEANERS 
Busy Bee Ono*Hour Dry Cleaners 
7103 West Saanich fW. --652-2322 
Busy Bee Onc*Hour Dry Cleaners 
2349 BoaconAvo, ™-656-2544 
Style-Tone Cleaners 
9812-411151. - 656-2322 
Village Valet
One-Hour Drlve-^ln Cleaners 
7 A-7120 West Saanich Rd, -- 652-1555
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
Thorne-Lennon Electric 
9813 -3rd St,- 656-2945
BEAUTY SALONS
KapteynHair
#1-7120 West Saanich Rd. - 652 -1222 













Allsa’tt Fine Fabrics 
2405 Beacon Avoi - 656-5831 










10229 McDonald Park Rd, -"656-1920
GIFT SHOPS :
Miramar Cards and Things 
2457 Beacon- 656-4316 




10114 McDonald Park Rd,—-656-1313
GROCERY STORES
Brentwood Food dTant
7154 West Saanich Rd, -- 652-1812
BrenlwfX)d Super Mart




2132 KeatingX Rd,,C62'l 188
Queen's Pay-Less Grocery
10153 Resthaven Dr -656-:i,.9l2
Red Robin Foods
7855 E.Saanich F2d, - 652-4712
Shop-Wise
9819-5th St.






HOTELS, MOTELS AND INNS
Hotel Sidney
253? BeaconAve,' 656 1 131
Victoria Airport Travelodge 
2280 Beacon Avo. --~ 656-1 1 76
INDIAN SWEATERS
Sidney Art
2505 BeaconAve. - 656-4812
JEWELLERY STORES
Christine Laurent 




Beacon Plaza Mall -
KITCHENWARE 
The H’appy Cooker 
2405 Oo.icon A VO.
LADIES WEAR 
Alyc?s Fashions 
7105 West Saanich f?d,
The Cat's Whiskers
2405 BoaconAvo, 656-3342
Gal's Pal Ladies Wear
7855 EaiiiSaanichRd, - 652-4?2t
Sidney Fashion Flair





7175 W. Saanich Rd.™652-3812 
Wash Rite
3rdSt (across from the Sidney Review)





10134 McDonald Park Rd, 656 4033
Marsh Marine Charterboats
244? Deacon Ave., Bo,< 2603 656 161 1
Ftoy's All-Bay Marine Services
10134 McDonald Park Rd.~ 656-7023
Skookum Manufacturing




Sea Chest Sailing Shop 
9732-lstSt,--656-6621 
Suntime Yacht Shop 
2449 BoaconAvo. -- 656-2434 ■656-5316
MEAT MARKETS
Island View Freezer




MOTORCYCLE SALES AND SERVICES
H ft R Motorcycle Sales
9752'4thSt.-■ 656-3433
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
lani) Copeland Music 
7174AW. SianichRcl,..  652-4512
MUSIC AND RECORDS
J,J, Record Centre
2405 BOiiconAve. - 656'7522
Sidney Music
2495 BoaconAvo. -• 056*4818 
NEWSPAPER
Sidney Review
9831 •3r(aSl. - 666-1 151
NURSERIES AND GARDEN SUPPLIES
Butler Bros. Equipment 
2046 KeatingX Rd,-652-4437
mmummm
Brentwood Hardware and Athletics
i 4 03 V*u;>l Oikiiijcli [5J 034 '2322
13 ? AvU
LOCKSMITHS
Langland Garden Supplies 
Next to Sidney Super Forxis
Peninsula Lock 







9768 • 51hSt. --656-3975
Brentwood Bay Pharmacy
7181 West Saanich Rd, --652-1821 
Shoppers Drug Mart 
Beacon Plaza Mall—656-1102 
Sidney Pharmacy
2'( 16 Deacon Ave. 656 1168
PHOTOGRAPHY AND SUPPLIES 
Just-Rite Photos
2401 Beacon Ave .. 656-6613
PLUMBING SUPPLIES 
P, ft B, Plumbing and Bath Supplies








2452 Beacon Ave,- ■ 656-5641
REAL ESTATE 
Block Bros. Realty Ltd.
2418 BeaconAve. -■ 656-5584 
Gordon Hulmo Ltd.
2444 Beacon Ave, - 656-1 154
RESTAURANTS 
Bayshore Family Restaurant 
812 Verdier Ave.
Clipper Inn.
2558 Qevan Ave, ■




Odyasla Steak House 
9785 - 5 tn St, ~ 656 ■,5596
ROOFING AND INSULATIQfJ
WeathergardShop"
2145 KeatingX Rd.--,652'4411 ,




KeatingXRd. -Oldfield Rd - 652-4484
SECRETARfAL SERVICES 




2391 Beacon Ave, — 656-1922
Harbour Texaco
10421 Resthaven Dr.- 656-5033 
Pickering Auto-Marine





#208-2405 Beacon Avo. - 656-7331
SPORTING GOODS 
Brentwood Bay Sporting Goods,
7105A W, Saanich Rd. -- 652-5614 















9817 Resthaven Dr,—-656-5544 
TOYS
S^idney Toyland
2436 BoaconAvo, — 656-1411 
Village Toy and Hobby Shoppe 
#3-7120 W Saanich Rd. -- 652-5838 
UPHOLSTERY
Danish Upholstery
7177 W, Saanich Rd. - 652-1591
VARIETY STOf^ES 
Sidney News an^Darlety 
2440 BoaconAvo. -656-2345
MLOING AND FABRICATING 
GaUillilo liiUusiri«.s
#6-10114 McDonald Park -• 656-3232
MB^TOyES 











for some very good reasons
Shop Locally al . . . SATELLITE FISH CO.
Satellite Fish Co., atnhe foot of 
Beacon, is a wonderful place to 
buy all your seafood — not only 
because of the reasonable prices 
but also because of freshness.
You just can’t get fish any 
fresher unless you catch it 
yourself. Succulent Dungeness 
crabs are only $1.60 a pound and 
spring salmon starts as low as 
$1.85. But right now customers 
are also able to choose ling cod as 
soon as it leaves the fishermen’s 
nets and delicious smoked 
salmon.
Don Norbury and his staff of 
four, including son Kim and 
nephew Ken, buy virtually all
their seafood locally and prices 
are better than ever this year - 
down substantially from last.
Hours are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
six days a week - and don’t forget.
if you’re visiting from out of 
town. Satellite can freeze and 
wrap your products for flights as 






Shop Locally at THE ROYAL BANK
The Royal Bank in Sidney may 
not be the largest branch you’ve 
ever seen, but it carries as much 
clout as their largest metropolitan 
branches when it comes to helping 
customers get that loan they want.
Manager Graham Fletcher who 
has worked for the bank as far 
away as the Yukon and Bahamas, 
explains that the branch at 2464 
Beacon is a medium-size 
operation but patrons who come 
here are dealing with the largest 
bank in Canada with assets of $54 
billion and have total security 
because of it.
Assistant manager John Davos 
and head accountant Donna Reid 
help Graham provide diversified 
service to individual consumers
and large businesses alike.
The bank has been a leader in 
computer technology in the 
Canadian banking industry and a 
part of Peninsula life since the
turn of the century.
Hours are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Tuesday through Thursday, 10 
a.m. to 6 p.m. Friday and 10 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. Saturday.
□
□
Shop Locally at SIDNEY BAKERY
People have been driving to 
Sidney from Victoria to buy their 
bread at Sidney Bakery for more 
than 20 years and that’s why 
owner Don Hay bakes more than 
20,000 loaves of bread each week!
In fact Sidney Bakery bread 
travels all over the Peninsula to
grocery stores, supermarkets and 
hotels.'
But locals know that there’s 
more than good bread alone at 
2507 Beacon. In fact the selection 
is so vast it’s almost hard to 
choose which of the seven types of 
squares to buy , or whether to take 
home meat pies, sausage rolls, 
cheese bread or maybe some 
cheese tea biscuits.
Don and his wife Roberta 
sponsor almost as many youth 
sports groups as brands of pies 
they bake, and the 14 staff
members are ready to serye you 
seven days a week from 8 a.m. to 






Shop Locally at ALL-BAY MARINA
Since Jean and Al Storey 
bought All-Bay Marina recently, 
they have changed the name a 
little (it’s now All-Bay Marine 
Ltd.) and the business a lot.
They have expanded the store 
to double its former size, started a 
brand new 14-foot aluminum boat 
, rental service; and enlarged small 
boat sales to such an extent that 
some 3 residents claim Vtheir 
Selection is the biest on Vancdiiver 
Island. In^ fact even Vancouver 
3 boaters are coming here to choose 
from more than 20 different 
models of sailing and rowing 
dinghies such as Orcas, Haidas, 
Livingstons, Mintos and Rain-
bows, tp name only a few.
; Daughter Cathie and university 
student Rom Tadesco help in the 
ship chandlery where boaters can
find - one-stop shopping con­
venience for all their boating 





Shop Locally at SIDNEY TIRE
Sidney Tire, located at 9817 
Resthaven, has expanded three 
times since the business was 
started eight years ago and great 
service is only one of the rea.son.s 
why.
Owner Hank Vissers and his 
two sons run this thriving business 
along with five other specialists in 
front-end rebuilding, brakes 
repair and in.stallation, and head­
light installation.
Since opening his doors in 1972, 
Vissers has not only expanded the 
premises but the services as well. 
His staff do all the above as well 
as tire replacement, wheel 
balancing and alignment.
They promise professional 
service with a personal touch and
they prove it by guaranteeing Ihat 
customers can be fitted with tires 
all round their curs in less than an 
hour.
Open five days a week from 8
a.m, to 5:30 p.m. and Saturdays 
from 8 a.m. to5 p.m., Sidney Tire 
carries heavy duty truck and farm 






Shop Locally at HILL SAILMAKERS
Whether you have a 12-foot 
sailing dinghy dr 70-foot ketch. 
Hill Sailmakers can build the sails 
you need as well as sail covers or 
bags.
Arrived here from Vancouver a 
year ago, Ruth Jacox and Gordie 
Hill have brought with them a 
vast knowledge of sail- 
manufacture craft and practical 
knowledge of sailing itself. Their 
sail loft is at 10134 McDonald,
Btiiklers of sails for more than 
16 years in Vancouver, they came 
to Sidney to enjoy a less hurried 
lifestyle but birsiness is brisk and, 
they haven’t done much relaxing.
A former parachute rigger, 
Ruth sews the sails while Hill lofts
□
and finishes them by hand. He 
is a .several time winner of 
Swiftsurc and his 34 year,s’ ex­
perience locally help him build the 
right .sails for these waters —
whether it’s for world famous 
naval architect Bill Garden or the 
Canadian navy’s Oriole,
Hours are 9 n.m. 1.0 5 p.m. five 








The Busy Bee cleaner at 7103 
West Saanich Road in Trafalgar 
Square specializes in quality 
drapery service and nt reasonable 
rates.
This business has the only 
Perfect Pleat drapery unit on the 
whole Peninsula and owner 
operator Lou Thomn.s says that 
while other cleaners may lake 
drapes for cleaning, he actually 
does them on the premises.
Beautiful cleaning, cnrcful 
attention to any repairs or 
alterations, and swift couricou.s 






Regina Brown is one of the 
reasons. She is an experienced 
cleaner and prcsiwr specializing in 
silk pressing which comprises a 
good purl of the businc.ss here.
This handy location has loads 
of convenient parking and hours 
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Active members of the Seaview Archers were present 
at the Cadora Annual Dressage, Hack, and Hunter 
Jumper Show, over the weekend, and worked in the 
concession in order to raise money for an upcoming 
shoot in Prince Rupert.
The club has 50 active members at present ranging in 
age from eight to adult, and plans to send 30 to Prince 
Rupert next March to participate in the Junior 
Olympian Championship. The youngsters are raising 
money for their air fares, and to date have accumulated 
approximately two-thirds of the necessary $3,000.
Other club priorities include attempts by members to 
make the B.C. team which will compete in Jolliette, 
Quebec, at the Canadian Outdoor Championships, in 
August. Since there are only about three outdoor clubs 
in existence in the province, it is felt that Seaview 
members will comprise about half of the 12-member 
B.C. team.
Any group or organization who can help Seaview 
raise funds or has a worthwhile project for members to 
undertake in order to raise funds, is requested to contact 





A $15,958.67 grant for Curtis, MLA for Saanich 
the construction of two and the Islands, 
tennis courts at the The courts will help 
Panorama Leisure Centre reduce the shortage of 
has been announced by courts in the area, Curtis
Paul Juch ,figured 
prominently in all of the 
scoring drives for Juan de 
Fuca Hornets Saturday as 
they defeated Saanich 18 - 
6.
A 35-yard Dean 
McMillan pass resulted in 
Juch’s reception for a 
touchdown and the initial 
six points of the game. 
Juch’s delivered a 25 yard 
T.D. pass to Gordie 
Galbraithe, for the second 
score and scored again on a 
two yard run.
Saanich touchdown was 
scored by Pat Thomas who 
went through the line from 
the one.
Tom Johnson and Moki 
Barrett combined to tally all 
of the scoring during the 
second game of the day, as 
Victoria Hornets handed 
Gordon Head a 14-6 defeat.
Barrett delivered two 
touch down passes to 
Johnson who scampered 65 
yards for the first score and 
15 yards for the second. 
Barrett also provided two 
points for his squad with a 
conversion.
The games were the final 
contests of the season, and 
the following standings list 
the league finishing order of 
the four teams.
Victoria 
Juan de Fuca 
Saanich 
Gordon Head
W L T Pts. 
8 1 0 16 
5 4 0 10 
3 5 17 
17 13
Playoffs commence 
Friday, at Royal Athletic 
Park in Victoria. Game 
time is 6:30 p.m. Victoria 
will face Gordon Head and 
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-Minister of Finance Hugh said.
l/w' )
Weigh! loss In cutting, boning and 
trimming will Increase the prices per pound.
Jack & Etsie MacAulay
ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF
Local figure skater Pat 
Walsh has returned from a 
three-day competition in 
Vancouver with a silver 
medal.
Walsh finished second 
following each of the 
compulsory figure category 
arid free skate category, and 
finished second overall in 
the juvenile men’s 13 years 
and over age group.
More than 825 youths 
entered the competition, 
which featured a new event 
— team precision skating. 
Sixteen teams were entered, 
in the events and the two 
teams from the Racquet 
Club, where Walsh skates, 
each finished in second 
place in their individual 
categories.
The Delta Competition is 
an annual event and was 
held at the Sun God arena 
and the North Delta Arena, 
May 14 -17.
Harvey's Don Orr suffered hard tag to head as a result of collision 
with Victoria Ambulance Service third-baseman during their game 
Friday night and was later taken to hospital. Play resulted in Har­
vey's second out of the inning.
fyion.-Thur^ 8-S p.m. FrI. 8-6 p.m. 
Oosed Sfst.&Suh.
' Isfand View Freezer Ltd. iiKbii
1^7035' Ease'^Saanich Rd652-2411:
■1."
3rd'Floor, Garth Homer Cenhx 
813 Daiwin Ave., 1/icloria:
' : Telephone 388-4244
Complek Prosthetic Sewice for the amputee;
Every team except 
Saltspring won a game 
during league play last week 
in the ^Sidney Senior Men’s 
Softball League;
League leading 
Travelodge opened the 
week with a 5-0 victory over 
Hotel Sidney behind the 
fine two-hit pitching of Al 
Stewart. The game was 
scoreless until the fourth 
inning when Travelodge 
capitalized on two walks, 
two singles, and a Hotel
error, to score three runs.
iTheir final two'TuhsV 
crossed the ; plate'=' bn a 
double 'by Frank Biehl; 
after Turner and Huth had 
reached on singles in the 
sixth inning. Hotel’s Carl 
Reid gave up six hits during 
the contest.
Victoria Ambulance 
Service claimed their first 
victory of the season 
following a hard fought 
game with the Prairie Inn 
squad.
The 5-4 victory came 
about after VAS opened the 
scoring with three runs in 
the top of the first inning, 
only to return two of them 
to the Prairie squad in the 
bottom of the inning. In the 
fifth however, they 
bounced back to score two 
more and hold a 5-2 lead.
Ambulance Service become 
too cocky following their 
earlier victory over Prairie, 
Inn, and promptly dealt : 
them a 10-5 defeat.
Perry Ethier led the 
parade at the plate as



















RAIN OR SHINE 
IT’S LIVEABLE!
B.C. ALUIVIINUfl/1 479-7121
TM NAME YOU KNOW
Hotel Sidney dealt 
Saltspring another loss on 
the occasion of these teams 
second meeting this season, 
and left the diamond with a 
5-2 victory.
Prairie Inn avenged their 
early week loss to Victoria 
Ambulance Service with a 
3-0 victory over Travelodge 
Thursday night.
Bob Fox turned in his 
usual game for Prairie Inn, 
allowing only one hit during 
the game and striking out 9 
opposition batters. He gave 
up two walks in the process,
The P.I. runs scored in 
the sixth inning on three 
singles as Clyde 
MacDonald, Carl Wilson 
and Gerry Doncy each 
connected off Al Stewart. 
Stewart recorded five 
strike-outs for the evening 
and gave up six hits.
During the week’s final 
game Friday evening, 
Harvey’s Sporting Goods 
decided to not lei Vlclorin
Ethier was 4 for 5 and was 
aided by David who went 2 
for 4, Cooper at 2 for 3, 
and Norman at 2 for 4. Irv 
Hawkings did his part with 
a homer in the first inning 
of play.
Harvey’s scored four 
unanswered runs in the first 
inning and three more in the 
.second, to which VAS 
could only reply once. VAS 
however had a big four run 
fourth inning, on three 
consecutive singles, a 
sacrifice and a subsequent 
single.
loavo yourchild at 
while you ihopl 
$1.50 an hour
Upp»r Moll, Town Square 
SIdnoy
iumi
"I'lay and learn Safely"












poi'othy Oxborough, C.F.A., has had an interest in'H 
!| painting as long as she can remember. “I’ve alwaysll 
P been interested in people, faces, portraits,” she saidl| 
I during an interview in her Central Saanich studio last! 
f week. p
|i| Oxborough, 2384 Alta Vista Place, is a nationally ll 
, renowned pastel artist, particularly noted 
; portraits of Indian children and animals.
• "I’m fascinated by light and shade on children 
, faces — and their expressions of course.”
She tries to capture that fleeting expression oril
I feeling often seen on children’s faces. “1 don’t like'^ 
^ portraits...of children looking dead at you with a''
II blank expression,” she said.
And her success in achieving that goal is evident in!;
for herlas
I the numerous paintings stacked around the base of her
II studio — a child’s reclining face with a shy half-smile.
I another with a small puppy partly hidden behind one-
I leg-
But they all seem to have one common quality — a ■
i kind of sparkle in their eyes.
Born in Calgary in 1922, Oxborough was raised inii 
II Banff where her artist father encouraged her early 
II pencil and charcoal sketchings. She later studied at the 
i| Vancouver School of Art and the Institute of 
ll Technology and Art in Calgary.
I Oxborough originally started with pastels of 




Saanich chamber of 
commerce vote on the fbced 
link proposal between 
Vancouver Island and the 
mainland failed to get 
underway at a May 15 
meeting. The dinner 
meeting was likely com­
peting with a hockey game, 
said chamber vice-president 
Bob Ward, as he surveyed 
the small turnout of 
members.
Director Gary Wilson 
moved the topic be tabled 
but not before some 
members had given their 
views.
Ward said a fixed link 
meant “horrendous energy 
costs”. As / well, “we’re 
unique as an island and 
have tourists as our 
mainstay. We need to retain 
our attraction”, he said.
Karl Drost agreed. “I’d 
like to keep the Island as it 
is,” he said, while Graham 
Fletcher queried, “Why do 
we always look to the 
spectacular... bridges tend 
to fall down when ships run 
into them.”
Guest speaker for the 
evening was Flemming 
Hansen, a lawyer, and 
managing partner of 
Jackson and Company, 
Bastion Square, Victoria. 
Hansen talked about the 
new Family Relations Act 
as it now applies to small 
businesses.
He told the chamber 
reform began some 20 years 
ago when a couple who’d 
farmed together for 40 
years separated and a court 
decision held the wife was 
not entitled to proceeds 
from the farm. That 
decision stimulated protest 
and eventually led to the 
new act.
Hansen was born in 
Denmark, came here at age 
18, educated himself at the 
University of Victoria and 
put himself through law 
school. He now lives in 
Saanichtori; - with - his, wife 




An inquest has been set 
May 21 into the death of 
William Jones, 21, a local 
native Indian whose body 
was found at the end of 
March lying face down in 
Duck Farm Creek. It will be 
held at 7:30 p.m. in Sidney 
town hall.
Sidney Fireplace Ltd.
Sidney Silver Threads is 
planning a spring bazaar, 1 
to 4 p.m. May 30 at the 
centre at 10030 Resthaven 
Drive. Admission free. $1 




servative Association is 
holding a general meeting 
tonight (Wednesday) at 
7:30 p.m. at Claremont 
secondary school. 4980 
Wesley. On the agenda: 
election of five delegates to 
the B.C. P.C. annual 
general meeting June 13 - IS 
at University of British 
Columbia and con­
sideration of executive 
recommendation to be 
brought forward at the 
convention.
Recent Developments in 
the Law of Custody and 
Access to Children is 
Divorce Lifeline’s topic for 
its May 28 public meeting 
held at 8 p.m. in room 217, 
932 Balmoral. The evening 
features a panel of two 
family lawyers and a family 
counsellor discussing 
shared custody, father’s 
rights, lawyers representing 
children, and counselling 
and assessment techniques 
used in and outside the 
courtroom. Free admission. 
For information: 386-4331.
Central Saanich Seniors 
Club will tour Saanichton 
Research Station at 10 a.m. 
May 29 following which a 
meeting will be held at 2 
p.m. Guest speaker is 
Const. Martin. On June 5 
at 11 a.m. members are 
invited to Harrop’s Ranch 
for a picnic and to view a 
horsemanship display.
The 10th annual Hor­
seman’s Service takes place 
at 11:15 a.m. June 8 at 
Stephen’s Church, Mount 
Newton Crossroad. Some 
stables make it a day’s 
event, riding and having a 
picnic lunch. Coffee will be 
served by the church after 
the service. Riders and non­
riders welcome.
The next regular meeting 
of the Status of Women 
Action Group (SWAG) will 
be held at 8 p.m. May 26 at 
James Bay Community 
Centre, 140 Oswego Street. 
To be discussed: the current 
issue of Midwifery and the 
present lobbying for 
legalizing midwives.




7 sizes & styles to choose from 
All fire brick lined, 2 cooking surfaces 
Virtually airtight cast-iron doors
MODELS IN STOCK 
F^EE LOCM OEL!¥ERY
'^ Expert Installations Available 
Ask about our Chimney Brush Rentals
Election of officers for 
Discovery Toastmistress 
Club May 8 saw following 
executive take office, ef­
fective Aug. 1 Shirley 
Monych, president; 
Marilyn ■ Landega, vice- 
president; Evelyn Green, 
s e c r e t a r y; M a r g a r e t 
Thprhas; ■ secretary','J uaiii t^ 
jj, Harris, counCil delegate;
The Vancouver Island
Ceramic Association plans 
its fourth annual ceramic 
show, competition and sale 
for June 13 - 15 at the 
Esquimau Sport Centre. 









Young Indian boy and pup by local pastel \ 






•In other chamber 
business; Graham Fletcher 
received a round of ap-But about 1940 she switched to painting people,'
|| and some five years later started painting the Indian' plause for his part in the 
g children of Alberta. || current beautification
|| Since then, she has specialized in Indian children—I project on Beacon.
If partly because they proved most popular with galleries ■ ‘Wilson - a member of 
% and art buyers, and because they sparked an interest in|| the town’s ad hoc break- 
Oxborough. water committee - reported
It’s the|,very young and very old that attract her on the project. Following a 
attention. She commented that anything between.' recent meeting which he 
those two age groups really isn’t as interesting 
|| pointing to a recent portrait of a 40-year-old Indian '
I woman as proof.
I Since her move to the peninsula in 1973, Oxborough , 
i has taken to doing portraits of local Indian children —1
A flea market will beTield 
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday 
at Prospect Lake - Com­
munity Association’s hall at 
5358 Sparton Road (turn 
north at Oldfield’s Chevron 
gas station on West Saanich 
Road). There will be more 
than 30 stalls, refreshments.
,y, ,S
DAILY 8:30-6:00 
THURS., FRii 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00- 5:30
W ome;'of 3 O PE R vs‘i3vi trtgs:! 
In Dowrifown Sidney 
Across from Sidney Hotel -
WE HAVE BEEN SERVING THE PENINSULA FOR 15 YEARS
Fresh VeaS Safe
attended, Wilson said 
everything was “moving in 
the right direction in a step- 
by-step procedure.”
COUISIOH atPtlRS L’P.
p-------- ------- --------- - f--------------------------------------------- - -i
P and more frequently older members of the bands.
I All her portraits are “realistic” ~ with the pastel!-
i portraits of dogs particularly prized 
i remarkable likeness by their owners.
for theiifl Museum open
m
I Oxborough said she also likes to do landscapes, andll
^ sccnics, but just doesn’t have the time. At the momentil 
I she is preparing works for a show by the Canadian.' 
|| Federation of Artists — a lop national arts group — in^- 
I addition to a three-man show nt a gallery in Baslion^j 
I Square set for next month. i
P As well, she must constantly prepare for galleriesp^ 
I who accept -- and expect — her work. Those cx-i 
I pectaiions must be met, said Oxborough. People|| 
invest in your work and if you stop working, their i
Sidney Museum on 
Beacon Avenue is open 
daily through to Sept. 5 
from 9 a.m, to 6 p.m. 
Anyone who would like to 















VEAL LOIN CHOPS 
VEAL STEW MEAT 
VEAL SHOULDER CHOPS 








LAMB SHOULDER CHOPS LB.
i IPI investment drops, she said, 8
I But their investment should be safe for the ncari 
I future at least. Oxborough is working ns hard ns ever, p 





















































































•THK LOVEBIRDS JUST WON'T MAKE UPI ”
^^quMkt &et Shop
— Excolhnt solectlon of 
Lawnboy • Toro - Snapper
at
BINDS - AOMAttltlMS..SMAll ANIMAlt
TNOPicAi riiHNtT sumiii
HourtiMnn. • »h«n, 10- 4 
Ftt.ie-lt»l. tO.lilO
656-3314
lleucnn Plain, 23.17 Beacon Avenue, Sidney








































Beautiful large 5 bdrm. 
home with panoramic views 
over Gulf Islands. 1600 sq. 
ft. on main with extras, 
thermal windows, 2 F.P., 
three full bathrooms, large 
sundeck, quality carpeting 








Attractive, semi detached 
duplex located on a cul-de- 
sac close to. waterfront and 
with some ocean view. This 
strata is currently being 
completed. 1000 sq. ft. to 
be finished each side on 








Then this easy care home 
and landscaped garden is 
for you. It offers 3 
Bedrooms, Living room 
with fireplace and much 
more, all on one level and 
set on Vi acre lot in Dean 
Park. Call me now to view 





HAS IT ALL” 
Delightful 3 Bedroom 
home. Living room, dining 
room, 2 fireplaces, kitchen, 
den, charming covered 
porch and super valley and 
water views. All of this with 
6'/2 acres of sheer beauty. 
Let me show you this very 










received by the 
dersigned for the rental 
of the two-bedroom 
house at 9883 Fourth 
Street, Sidney, located 
adjacent to the Town 
Hall. Monthly rental 
$375.00. Applicants 
should submit full 
personal details and 
references. Applications 
close at 4 p.m. Wed­












Again available for 
Sidney and surrounding 
district. Good Work­
manship at reasonable 
prices.
Also excellent crews, 




CENTRAL SAANICH Little League 
Dance will be held in the Brentwood 
Community Hall on Sotu'^day, Moy 31. 
Fortickets phone652-3535. 21-nc
Russian students
30 + SINGLES, Saturdoy. May 24. 6 
p.m. Centennial United Church 
Lounge, 649 Gorge Rood East (David 
St. entrance). "STAYING SOLVENT 
WHEN SINGLE". Discussion by Harold 
B. Wilson, Economist. Columnist. 




STUDENT Will HOUSECIEAN waak-
doys In Sidnoy orao. Phone 656-2552. 
0505-21 ____
NO JOB TOO SMAll. Young cor- 
ponler willing to do tences. sun-
dacks. renovations, pointing etc. All 
work guoronteed. Phone Ron 656- 
0287 or 656-3625. tf
WAITERS/WAITRESSES for now 
refined dining room in Hotel Sidney. 
Experience in first class service a 
must. Union wages, excellent 
benefits. For oppointment call the 




AIRTIGHT STOVES, firoploce inserts, 
pipes, brushes, accessories, etc. We 
have it all for your fireploce. See us 
o1 Marina Court, Sidnoy Fireplace 
Shop, 9843 2nd St. Sidney. 656-3831. 
04 58-tf
76 GLASSPLY BOAT. 2r/j ft.. Sedan 
style. 165 Mercruiser. stern canvas. 
CB. DS, tandem Roadrunner trailer, 
$11.500.479.5702. tf
SWIFT • At Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
on April 21, 1980, Edward R. ’Tod'' 
Swift of Sidnoy, B.C. Born January 23, 
1900 in Clover Bor. Alberta. He 
leaves his wife, Bessie: daughter 
Linda, (Gregory) Sidney, B.C. and son 
Thomas of North Vancouver. B.C. 
Grandsons Terry. Robert and 
Christion. His sisters, Beotrice 
Moulton, Mary Lomb, ond brother 
George of Duncon. B.C. ond brother 
Robson of Tolkwa. B.C.. numerous 
nieces and nephews. Mr. Swift was a 
world war I veteran. He was o 25- 
year member of the Royol Canodion 
Legion. Soanich Peninsulo Branch 
W7, Sidney, B.C. Services were held 
in Sands Funeral Chapel of Roses, 
Sidney on April 25, 1980 at 11:00 
a.m.. Archdeacon R.B. Horsefield 
officiating. A moving eulogy wos 





One 34 acre and six ‘/z acre 
well treed lots available in a 
new development. Excellent 
building lots priced from 
$30,000 to $45,000. 
656-5337 656-5584
TED PHILLIPS
LOT FOR SALE 
SAANICH PEN. 
Lowest priced one acre 
parcel in North Saanich. 
Complete with approved 
well and perc. field. Needs 




AGED HORSE MANURE with ear- 
thworms. $1.50 per bog. Phone 652- 
3544 after4 p.m. Limited supply. 
0474-21
1977 KAWASAKI KZ1000, im­
maculate, stock condition: new tires; 
offers to S2700 or will consider 
PE/IT/enduro 175/250 on trade. 656- 






When one of the students asked politely about the 
Russian invasion of Afghanistan, a polished, articulate 
Russian guide thanked them for their courtesy and said; 
“1 wonder that you didn’t say: ‘What the hell is Russia 
doing in Afghanistan?”
The Russian talked around the subject, teacher Chris 
Parker told members of Saanich school board at the 
regular meeting on Monday, May 12, and stated that 
Russia was there at the invitation of the people of the 
invaded nation.
Marker and four students from Stelly’s school were 
among the group of 20 from this district who made a 
recent trip to Russia and were reporting on the journey. 
The group of 20, 14 of whom were from Steliy’s were 
among the party of 160 students from schools west of 
Winnipeg who made the 10-day trip late in March and 
early in April.
The trip was made in the face of some apprehension 
about visiting Russia at a time when the Olympic Games 
boycott was announced and when there was a lot of 
North American hostility as a result of the invasion — 
but il all went off well.
In Moscow the group stayed at a new, 3,000-bed hotel
which was built for the Olympics and, while they were in 
the capital city, visited the Kremlin, Red Square, 
Lenin’s Tomb, the Metro system, technological sites. 
Gun department store and the site of the Olympic 
Games.
They stayed two nights in Kiev where the students 
absorbed Ukrainian culture and food and three nights in 
Leningrad where they were accommodated in a luxury, 
five-star hotel where the room rate for a night was $170. 
The Hermitage was visited along with cathedrals and the 
summer palace of Catharine the Great.
Throughout, said Marker in his report to the board, 
the behaviour of the students was exemplary.
Sarah Bonner, Sherry Erskine, Wendy Jonneson and 
Ludvik Buchak accompanied Marker to the school 
board meeting. The food was good, said Wendy. Lots 
of strong coffee and fish but no milk. Rooms were 
adequate said Sherry, but bathrooms were small. Sarah 
recalled a student conference and Ludvik, when asked 
about the bus system, said: “Well, I suppose a bus is a 
bus, isn’t it?”
They were stared at, the youngsters said, as their 
clothing was good and colorful when compared to that 
of Russian students who were, they emphasized, warm 
and friendly to the visitors.
JOHNSON motor with tank, good 
condition. $400. Singer sewing 
machine, long shuttle, portable, $75. 
Phone after 5 p.m. 656-2749. 0468-^1
1979 . 27* TRAVELAIRE TRAILER, with 
awning, large fridge and freezer. 
Bathtub, carpet and linoleum, lorge




/ AUTOPLAN- I -■
2444 Bwcon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-11S4
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL 
Invest now in this sub- 
dividable 3.86 ac. parcel, 
zoned “Light industrial’’. 
All services, in Sidney, only 




FOR SALE: bed chesterfield in ex­
cellent condition. Also 16* trailer with 
many extros. Phone 656-2214. 0257-tf
DOORS! 8.C.'S LOWEST PRICESI Pre­
hung Interior, $19.90; solid Exterior 
pre-hung, $59.00; Panelled doors, 
$39.00. Closet bi-fi!ds, $17.90: 
Deadbolt Locks, $9.90, Canada's 
largest selection! Write or phone for 
further Informotion. Walker Door 
Ltd.. Vancouver 266-1101, 1366 S.W. 
Marine Drive V6P 529 or North 
Vancouver 985-9714,. 1589 Garden 
Ave. V7P 3A5. NA-tf
1979 DODGE MAXI VAN, 360 motor, 
roised roof, trailer package, custom; 
interior, 4 swivel tilt seats, table, 




products for sale, 
23-NC





Comfortable 2 bedroom 
home 2 blocks south of 
Beacon Ave. Separate 
garage with workshop 
behind. 1 block from the 




- ./^OFFICE ■ 
Approx. 640 sq. ft. Suit 
medical, engineering, 





2354 Beacon Ave.,— 
Sidney
656-4000-656-0131
IF YQU ENJOY GARDENING, do it 
year round, using an aluminum and 
glass greenhouse. Write for free 
brochure to B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders, 7323 - 6th Street. Burnaby, 
B.C. V3N 312.^ Mail orders now 
available. ,
1970 VW Westphalia 
pop-top camper. New 
rebuilt engine, tires. 
63,000 miles. Reduced to 
$2,900,658-8931.
Wg wish to extend grateful thanks 
and oppreciotion to our relations, 
friends ond neighbors for their ex­
pressions of sympathy; many acts of 
kindness; the beautiful flowers; 
cards and donations in the recent loss 
of our loved one. Edward R. (Ted) 
Swift on April 21st. 1980. Thonks to 
Dr. K.S. Baichwol of Victoria; Dr. H.C. 
Worrall and staff at Saanich 
Peninsula Hospitol. Special thonks to 
our Home Core Nurses, Caroline, 
Shirley, Cathy and many others. 
Without their super help we could not 
have managed to core for my 
husband at home for so long. Also to 
the Community Homemakers Service 
for their assistance, and to Arch­
deacon R.B. Horsefield for his words 
of comfort and kind understanding 
heart. To the Royol Canadian Legion 
Branch #37 ond their Ladies'Auxlliory , 
#37 for their participation in the 





CLARK ENTERPRISES. Low price 
foctory salvage glass. Cut to size. 24 
oz. 75c square foot; 32 oz!, $1.25; 
3/16, SI .50; 1/4" plate, $1.75. Bronze 
tint, 24 oz., $1.00; 3/16, $2.00. Works 
at rear of Sleggs Lumber, 5th Street, 
Sidney. Open Mon. - Fri, 12:30 - 4 
p.m. Saturdoy 8 a.m. - 12 noon. 656- 
6656. 0409-26
Personals
LARGE 17 FOOT fibregtoss Deep V 
Hull boot, 180 Volvo leg, positive 
flotation, two post, troiier, extras, 
must be seen. Phone 656-6448. 0515- 
21 ■
PERSONAL INJURY CLAIMS is my 
preferred Qreo.,^of legoi practice. 
^ M.A. Baldlnl,^ lowyeri . 758 Queen's 
Avenue. Phone 385-15i52. Free initial 
consuitotlon. 0438-23
OLDER KENMORE wosher and dryer, 
good working condition. $200 or best 
offer. 656-2705 . 0507-22
1952 - 28' CLASSIC CHRIS CRAFT 
double planked mahogany hull, new 
power, bilge pumps ond blower. 
Hydratic steering, depth sounder, 
dingy. $14,500. 656-5477. 0511-21
Miscellaneoys
Wanted
1972 TOYOTA CORONA, 18R-C 
motor, 65,700 miles. Auto stick shift, 
radio, clean. Hi miles per gallon. 
$2,200. Phone 652-4752. 0493-21
ARE YOU PART OF OUR LAND 
CLAIMT Did your ancestors live In ony 
of these^ villoges! Moricetown. 
Hagwilget, Kuldo, Kisegos, Kispiox, 
Glen Vowell. Gitanmaax (Hazolton) 
Kitsegukla.vKitwanga. The Gitkson- 
Carrier research team needs in­
formotion from you, to assist Tribol 
Council to develop a strong lond 
claims position. Please help. Send 
your name ond oddress to The Lond 
Claims Office, Box 337, Hozelton, 
B.C. VOJ 1Y0. NA-21
FILL WANTED, reasonable. 656-2568 
offer 3:30 p.m. 0491-21
30' DOUBLE ENDER character cruiser. 
Now bottom point and zincs. Com­
pletely equipped, 6 cylinder Chrysler 
ACE. FIshor cruise. $5,200. 478-8988. 
0504-22
SAAN. PENINSULA GUIDANCE 
ASSOCIATION services lor the 
family, individual, morriage and 
family counselling. 656-1247. 2440 
Sidnoy Ave. (Town Hall). tf
WANTED: Child's swing set; boby's 




Wc are pleased to offer the 
Pal Bay Grocery for sale. 
50 X 127 lot zoned c-1. Price 
includes stock cquipnicut 
and property. Vendor 
wBIIng to carry '/: balance 
at to qualified pur­
chaser. MLS. Asking 
$67,000.
CURTEIS PT. 
Beumil'ul 2 bedroom home 
witltin walking distance of 
severnl marinas. Only 5 
years old this house will 
appeal to those wanting 
quality and convenience. 
This house features '/j acre, 
large deck with swimming 
pool. Plus a separate 
workshop and office in a 
24x32' building. MLS. 
$1.35,000.
RETIREMENT HOME 
Built In 1972 specifically for 
a retirement home. 2 
bedrooms, IW baths, living 
and dining room, and 
kilclicn all on one level, 
Attached garage, 50 x 130 
lot close to shops and Sen, 





AUTO PL AN 
656-5511
Help Wanted
197S • 22' ALJO jolf contolnod travel 
trailer, sleeps 7, tub ond shower, 3- 
way fridge, stove and oven. $5,200. 
0510-21
GENERAL LABOURER, landscaping, 
gardening, etc. Flexible hours. Apply 
Wosiporl Marino. 656-2832 , 2I.NC
LADY TO DO HOUSECLEANING 1 day 
per week, Swartz Bay area, Phono 
656-6595, 0513-21
LOVELY '61 OMC fully camporized 
school bus. (Superior Coach). 
Excellent mechanical condition, oil 
now broking system, brand now 
clutch and tiros. Suit business or 
leisure. Receipts available. $6,000. 
385-9407. 0498-21
DIVORCE! $100 + tiling loos. Wo 
proparo your divorco popo^s ovor ll.o 
phono last. For moio inlormolion 
call THE LAW SHOPPE ol JACK D. 
JAMES, M.O.A,, LLB. loll-lroo 112- 
ftOO-663-3035 (in Vancouvor oroo coll 




PART TIME cook and waitress for 
Canoe Cove fioilouranl. Phono 656- 
2398. 0492-21
»11
SECOND INCOME. Opportunity to 
ooin between $200 to $1,000 per 
month in the lost growing nutrition 
Hold. Flexible hours, quality and 
service orlenlotlon dotlroble, Coll 




INCORPORATE! $200 plus tiling loos. 
IncorpofUto yoursoll - lost - ovor tho 
lolophono. Our lorrns and typing 
sorvicos aro lowyor approved. Coll 
Soil Counstrl Sorvicos loll (roo 112- 
800.663-3035. Chorgox ond 
MosUHihorqo opprovod. 47 It
CHICKS - brown ogg layers, while 
leghorns, while rocks, order early 
ship nnywhoro, Napier Chick Solos, 
6743 ■ 215lh SI., Box 59, Milner, B.C. 
VOX no, 534.;222. If
Business
Personals
Ever wondered what 
happened to the girl who sat 
behind you in English 12, or 
the math teacher who 
started off each class with a 
corny joke?
Mt. Newton is holding a 
reunion on July 5 and 6, 
1980 at the new school,
, 1850 Keating Crossroads, 
Central Saanich, under the 
sponsorship of the 1960 
graduating class.; r 
Activities ' for the 
weekend include an af­
ternoon family get-together 
July 5 at the Mt. Newton 
gymnasium, at which 
hamburgers and hot dogs 
will be available. 
Registration for this event 
begins at 1 p.m. Saturday, 
July 5.
That same evening a 
dance will be held in the 
gym at a cost of $6 per 
person.
A pancake breakfast 
concludes the weekend — 
again at Mt. Newton gym 
beginning at 9 a.m. Sunday 
and running through 11 
a.m. Cost is $2 per person.
Ml. Newton alumni can 
register for the weekend by 
contacting Mt. Newton 
reunion, P.O. Box 66, 
Brentwood Bay, B.C. VOS 
1 AO, or telephone for more 
information: Janet
(Milligan) Rice at 652-1959 





The need for a fetal heart monitor 
machine for Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
and the alleged delay in processing the 
request “has been blown out of 
proportion”, according to hospital 
administrator John Stevens."
Stevens said the proposed purchase of 
a heart monitor has never come up at a 
hospital trustees meeting, and as far as 
he is aware, trustees, have never beenj.;,,,, 
approached individually with the 
suggestion. ; ^ ^ ^
He said the purchase of a heart 
monitor probably came up in a private 
conversation in which someone may 
have mentioned the need for a monitor, 
and others simply added their own 
opinions to that — blowing the com­
ment out of proportion.
Stevens was responding to questions 
about the hospital’s problem in ob­
taining a fetal heart monitor from the 
Capital Regional District Hospital 
Board.
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey said in 
another peninsula newspaper that a 
local doctor had asked for the machine 
three different limes, but had still 
received no action.
Bui Stevens disagreed. He said no 
request has been made. And that was 
echoed by Dr. Hal Warrcll — one of the 
local doctors now pushing for a fetal 
heart monitor.
Warrcll said Scalcy’s statement was 
not correct and no formal request was 
ever submitted to the CRD or local 
hospital board.
However, a formal request is now in 
the works Warrell said, and a letter
requesting a heart monitor will come - 
before the regular hospital board 
meeting this Thursday.
The formal request was not made 
earlier because it was felt the machine - 
wasn’t needed “and we wouldn’t get it 
anyway,” Warrell said.
But this position changed once 
doctors learned of the proposed transfer 
of the obstetrics unit to the new 
Helmcken Road Hospital and the 
CRD’s major argument for the move.
.Jhe CRD argued that, the peninsula; 
hospital could not handle the 
irreduceable “at risk” pregnancies 
becauseof the lack of proper facilities.
Warrell said the fetal heart monitor ■ 
would give the local obstetrics unit 
“credibility”, and would be the easiest 
solution to head off such an argument.
The unit is currently in use in 
hospitals around the province, Warrell 
said, including many smaller hospitals.
“If you don’t have it (the monitor), 
then the finger tends to be pointed at 
you in the public mind,” hesaid.
But he warned that the machine will 
not be the only item needed to boost the 
obstetrics unit. Along with the machine 
will be additional and properly trained 
staff to operate it,
Warrell said a number of offers have 
been made to donate a machine to the 
hospital, but doctors would rather see 
the CRD approve its purchase as a show 
of commitment to the obstetrics unit on 
the peninsula.
However, Stevens said the board 
would only determine if the machine is 
needed once a request comes forward. 
Even then, he said, opinion is divided on 
the need for the machine — as it always 




May 25 2-4 
$70,9(HI
A most spneions lioiise. 
Separate cement garage 
and Work,shop. Fully 
developed basement. 
TrticVaruc, , 





WANTED UROENTIVI M«n amt 
woman with own liontpoflatlon,
good liounnkonplng ikllli ond In- 
toioOnd In pononnl tnro to act u» 
marnliori of Ilia MoallhCaraToom on 
tho Soonlilt I’aniniula, AI»o naadad 
pnrtoni Intnrotlod In liva-ln 
rKtzlllont, Cull 656-0134 , 0428 25
AVON
Fill an extra paycheck in 
your pocket. Earn a second 
income selling AVON, 
I'lcxible lioiirs. For in­
formation, call 384-7345.
ALFALFA 
Excellent second cut. 
Dairy or horse feed, 
l.nrge supply. $155 per 








Somfi dnalnrzhlp* ‘till ttvallaWo 
wltk Canada't loading 
momifailurar,
Coitodlon Hot Tubi 





WANIIDl Cowii and quota. Will poy 
lop pritii. Apply lo Joltn or Jonio* 









OWNER SACRIFICE > LAKE FRONT 
DEVILORMINT - 5 acta luk« lot •
$15,500: 5 0(10 lomi luk* lot • 
110,500: 6 oi;r«i hom«, ((••k, ipilng 
' $29,900, 65 ncr*i on Inka, lr«*d ■ 
$*9,S0Q, 5 acr»i log ham» pkn 3 
ranlok - $49,500, rinoncmg at 12% 




All kindi (it horn* flX-l| |ob«. Ropoir 





BEAUTY SAION on bauuHlul ion- 
ililna (ooil, hom* ot C,B,C,'» Baoth- 
tombarz, locniad on rnnin zlraat ol 
Si*flt»ll, till* thriving buzlnan ha« 4 
work ilalloin, room lor axponilon, 
95% regulof tM»lom»ri, ov«r $67,000 
yro»* loUz On# hour liqm Von- 
couvar. t«rm» ovallabi* nl $17,000, 






Wilf Dorman gives 







Bazonioni onrt clonn-up lohl-. Phono .........652 10.15
OAHDfN EFRVICEi Pnimng 








The largesl one slop, 
I iinipincnl Rcnial Yiiid on 
till' Siiiinich I’eniiisiila. 
Am liori/ed dealer lor 
l AWNHOV anil 
SNAIM'l'R,
’.Wc icpiiii nil makes.
John Robert (Bob) 
Bannister, 10191 3rd Street, 
Sidney, lias been honored 
by the Knights of Fyihias, a 
fraternal organization 
whose aim is to foster 
charitable work in the 
comimmity,
Thursday, Uannisier was 
presented with a 50-ycur pin 
• representing the 50 years 
which lie has been a 
member tif the Knight.s of 
Pythias — by Al Horton, 
10316 Resthaven Drive.
Horton is chancellor 
commander of the Sidney 
organi'/.ntion, Bannister is a 
past chancellor.
Bannister also received a^ 
life membership card and 
was awarded a certificate by 
the Supremo Lodge.
The veteran member said 
through the organization he 
had been led to work for 
many otlter organizations,
On Vancouvor 
Isl.intl there is a 
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One bedfoom unit on third 
Hum iiiuMig west. Fiidgc 




PROFtSilONAl COUini Ii*nul(» 2-3 
bodfoom t,oui« lo Sld('»v n(»o from 
,(ua» to S,ipt»ml>«,. Coll tolUu, 112-
0499.23
MAiu'iiiTRo'rmioN’AnoupTi’wa
2 thildi»n (•.quoat o '7 oi 3 badioom 
I,am* tr^ tk* iannk h aiiw, biHlIonioO 
July titu'or AiiguU 111, M » k Wfighl. 
Box 1 lf.5, lilloo*!, B.C. VOK I VO, 
0506-2 4
THBli fitOROOM htuji* or nparlm*ol 
SlOnay ctriMi, HaaioooH*. 2 wall
,V,„,
Of Jufi* 656 2056: 0502 21
NO JOB too tMALl, Young I'ltgllih 
i.nrimnini, 5 yooi* appi«nllf«shlp 
ij.uuroiii«»d wmk, Call Slav* 656 
Wt9 ' It
.sPlitoY.OARoiN'"! r'«vicr''"ooud
i»li(il,il» w(.ik I'lixKs,, till! olux 4 p.m 
6'i6 68119 It
(il,, Imost PHASE! til .'pjidiimmi 
lumlii. iMsu quKti.u .Uu'v*
Cod CIt.riiiti. ViHilim, Cfix. IM'S (tlu,, <i
nut
BNCN10N. lo Ion nod Borbaio (n** 
Rnh«tt*) a lov»lv I'liby boy. David 
Kll»y, 7 Iht 7oi. Proudgrondpoftinl*
til,. Mis, P.,.siii,t fliiiu.iU, Mu. PlqU.s
ClHtodlet and Mr. Choi Burttuo, omt 
ai«nt gi«mtpat«riti Mn. Mory 
Httnlart Olid Mr, Donat Couiliwda. 
InriondBflihnro llv* In D«von, Alto, 
n (\ < 11
Reel Mower S|U'elu1lsls.
including the Children's 
Aid SocicHy and work with 
multiple scleio.sis victims.
Bannister h.as lived in 
Sidney for the last 12 years.
Knights of Pythias meet 
twice monthly and hold 
weekly bingo sessions at 
their hall on 4th Street in 
Sidney.





rriloiilMng. lomix'il woik. manuf*,
;.yh! !.u,.S.,.g gj.dd vrg. y’(, |(! M
f«tf hour, 652.4137, ;__ 0444 '22
CLARK, P»1* ond Uimn (Ru*l) 
w«Uom* ih* birth nl Itwiir lint child, 
ChrUWpImr Dovid, Moy 7,19B0 7 lb», 
14 nr nl 1'2I\ n in Ihnnk. ncparlnlly 












Triactor for a $2 ticket at 
Suiulown iuuil out 
$2,719.80 cents Saturday. 
And attendance at the first 
meet of the season netted 
fur Liiiitcd Way, it’s
now an annual occurrancc 
tor Sundown Raceway to 
donate gate receipts for the 
first day to the 
orgtinizniion,
Belting increased 26 per 
ccin Saturday over the same 
day last year, a spoke.sman 







Out hot,less will biiiiR Rills »fld 
5lnri(f with hrlpful 
community mlftrmjhon, J
i' n,

















CONTRA CTING L TD.
Specializing in




WHY NOT TRY THE AFFORDABLE I
BEST?
ACCOUNTANT










Renovatiotrs - Concrete 





2068 Henry' Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.












rebuilding oxhoust systoms. For 



















One call does 
it all.
385-7755
MA UREEN R O WLETT 
Bookkeeping Services
4903 Ballcrast Place 
Victoria, B.C.
Bookkeeping to trial balance, 
poyrolls, write-up work. One time 



















1864 John Rd. 
656-2691
Quick — Tidy — Efficient ,
G.&W.
Landscaping Ltd.
Residentoil. Commerciol and 
Golf Course Construction. •




Marine, Auto & Sofety Gloss 

























AJAX HOME and 
OFFICE CLEANERS
Windows • Floors • Carpets 









BACK FILLING — LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS:
FILTER BEDS;
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES
2320 Amherst, Sidney 
Lewis Sevigny 656-3583








“Big or small 
we will do them all”














•22 years plumbing 
experience in B.C. 



































Also Hauling, Will deliver one lo 














Govornmoni cortilied tochnicion 
with 35 yeors exporlonco In 






















7177 W. Saanich Rd.
Brentwood Bay. 












Fence Posts, Digging, .50 









Cor & Houvo openups











I SIDNEV BUILDER I
j Now specializing in | 
I finishing earpcniry, i 
J cabinets and built-ins, j 
I rumpus rooms, repairs, I 
I additions -- no job too | 
I small. I
• I Rennvnic and Save i
I ATi:'u I
i  n tl 
hkeeshmates ,
Cull 656-4915 J




















Island there is a 








lie. VHl •IL I
A welcome new arrival to 
Sidney is businessman yern 
Theroux from Hinton, 
Alberta. 'Theroux has 
piirfchased Beacon- Shoe 
Repair in the Beacon Plaza 
Mall and changed the name 
to Hammer and Last:
Contemplating a move 
from Hinton, Theroux 
while on vacation searched 
the Island for a new 
location^ He finally settled 
on Sidney because of the 
climate, countryside and 
because its the “nicest town 
on the Island.”
Theroux brings many 
years of experience to the 




Yesterday we put in the vegetable garden. Not the 
whole of it, unfortunately there just wasn’t enough 
time. But we did get a lot planted, and this morning, 1 
somehow feel a lot safer. 'We still have to put in 
Hubbard squash, and some bush beans, but there is no 
panic about them, and our garden is too small for corn, 
so we will have to go down the highway for that.
Wc are trying five different varieties of tomatoes this 
year so that we may report the varying success we hope 
to have. Although it is more expensive to buy tomatoes 
in the single packs (many of them are being sold as 
singles this year) it is certainly very convenient when you 
wish to try a variety, and 1 do think the root system is 
better and much easier to handle.
We are trying Red-Pac, Superfantastic, Quebec, No.
5, Salt Spring Island Sunrise and Earliana. Last year we 
grew Fantastics, and Ultra Boys, and it was a wrench to 
have to give them up in the interests of “science”. This 
is more of an experiment than any kind of scientific 
study and very interesting only to us. Actually 1 think 
most tomatoes are delicious, picked warm, right off the 
vine, and a lot of the information you read is just bally­
hoo, probably (said she suspiciously) paid for by the 
seed companies.
While 1 planted the garden, friend husband prepared 
his yearly concoction, his “stand-by” manure tea.
I told you this last spring, but for new readers, who 
might be interested, here is how you go about it.
You will need a barrel...we use a 45-gallon former oil 
drum, such as people use for burning barrels (without 
the holes in the sides of course). You will also need an 
old potato sack, a large rock (for ballast) and a sack of 
manure. We use “cow,” but I have been told that any 
animal or bird manure will do the trick.
It is a messy, and somewhat smelly operation, getting 
the valuables from the original bag into the sack, a job 1 
leave to my husband with pleasure.
Even if I did enjoy doing it, I would never take it 
away from him, he takes so much delight in the resulting 
potent potion. 1 must admit to a certain nervousness, as 
he applies buckets of the stuff to the small plants, and 
am relieved when he dilutes it with raifl water, and it is 
less “hot”.
Either pul the rock in the bottom of the sack, or add 
it last. Put in the manure, tie the lop of the sack, and 
plunge it into the barrel full of water. It may smell for a 
few days, and attract flies, but this doesn’t seem to last 
long. The value far outweighs the small inconvenience.
A very short column this week. Your friendly garden 




MRS. E.S. BOWLES 
The May meeting of 
Sidney Rotary Anns was 
held at the home of Mrs. 
Win Dawson and chaired 
by president Mrs. Betty 
Dellombe, who welcomed
Did You Know?
That wc hove an 
excellent selection 
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For all your roofing 
needs.
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Wc arc pleased lo offer our annual subscription rate of $8.00 which can be oblalucd 
by simply calling any of our offices at: ,
SIDNEY 6.50-11.51 
HRIiNTWOQI) 6.52-46.31 
ROYAL OAK 479-2.314 
■; OR".,. , -
Fill in and imiil Ihc coupon to; 
Tin; SIdiwv Review 
P.O. Box 2070 
Sidney, B.C. V8L 3S5
back Mrs. Ann Crossley 
and Mrs. Win Dawson after 
an absence of several 
rnonths.
Also present - Miss 
Akemi Koido, Rotary 
exchange student from 
Japan.
After the minutes were 
read, adopted and signed, 
nominations for officers for 
the coming year were ac­
cepted and are as follows: 
Mrs. E. Bowles, president; 
Mrs. Joan Kcepcnce, vice- 
president; Mrs. Sharron 
Elsom, secretary; Mrs. 
Ruby Scott, treasurer; Mrs. 
Doreen Ruffle, sunshine 
lady, Mrs. Sue Ingram, 
pcnny-pinchcr.
Due to closure of the flea 
market at Sanscha Hall it 
was announced that the 
chib's planned white 
elephant sale this month 
will have to be postponed 
until the fall. Final 
arrangements were made 
for Rotary Ann’s wind-up 
dinner to be held June 19 at 
Brentwood Motel.
Mrs. MardI Dobson 
reported on the Rotary 
District Conference held 
last month. Following 
business reports, refresh- 
incnis were served and 
enjoyed.
»»«»»<»» »««»»»*»««*•••••>•*•“« H'»***»***t»**t‘****‘*'*t****»*HM*«*»*»»»»*»‘*»'H»‘«*»**‘t»j.»?.**»
Hcasc cnicr my subscription for one year. i-J , .
Please enter my subscription and bill me lalcr, L. J 










Thursday: 9:30 a.m, 
lapidary, 10 a.m. weaving, 
carpi bowling; noon; lunch; 
1 p.m. bridge, dressmaking, 
weaving; 7 p.m. crib.
• ••4******»*****«»t***«* I II* »'#•••«»'«
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Serving the i'enimuUi Sime IV12"
Friday: 9:30 a.m. 
.Spanish; 10 a.m. senior 
ceramics, quilting, keep fit; 
noon, lunch, I p.m, chess 
club, liilver "T" Bell* 
practice, stretch and sew; 2 
p,tn. Jncko; 7 p.m. evening 
cards,
Saturday and Sunday 





NEEDS YOU plans underway
Former members of the lODE or 
anyone wishing to join Canada's 
largest and most progressive 
womens volunteer organization. 
The Provincial Chapter plans to form a Chapter 
in the Sidney area. For further information please 
phone - Mrs. E.G. Farthing 656-3478 or write to: 
Mrs, Geo. D. McLean, Organizing Siect’y, 
1501/2045 Nelson Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6G 
1N8.
SIDNEY MEAT MARKET




ROUND SHOULDER BEEF lb.
English Style "Bangers” available 
— FREEZER PACKS —
Arrangements for Sidney 
Days July 1 celebrations are 
underway and will kick off 
with the traditional pancake 
breakfast by Sidney 
Kiwanis. The annual parade 
- which attracted more than 
100 entries last year - is at 
11 a.m. sharp and follows 
the usual route - Third to 
Beacon, thence . to 
Resthaven Drive and back 
to Third.
Immediately following 
the parade, events at 
Sanscha will be held and 
include food booths, fun 
fair, crafts show and dunk 
tank, starting at noon. At 1 
p.m. there’ll be a bingo 
game - another Kiwanis 
event - and at 2 p.m. the 
Bavarian Beer Garden 
opens in big tents on the 
lawn in front of the library. 
Music is by Chick Webb but 
Bill Ratcliffe and his 
Bavarian Band will also be 
making some appearances 
in the beer garden.
In the evening there’s 
square dancing on Sanscha 
parking lot. Other events 
during the day include beer 
barrel relays, a 25-mile bike
race and the men’s softball 
tournament.
Residents are invited by 
Sidney Days Society co­
ordinator Eleanor Sowerby 
to dress up in festive attire 
on July 1 - and she suggests 
a nautical theme. Closing 
date for entries in the 
parade has been extended to 
May 31. Community 
groups, clubs and 
organizations are invited to 
take part in Sidney Days, 
especially in the fun fair 
which takes place noon to 6 
p.m. at Sanscha . Groups 
registering have the option 
of selecting the event of 
their choice, Sowerby says. 
Phone 656-5372 for more 
information.
As well, registration is 
now taking place for those 
interested in participating in 
the annual arts and crafts 





Sidney council was 
sympathetic to a request 
May 12 for a bylaw which 
yvould require local mer­
chants and all public 
buildings to line top and 
bottom steps with yellow or 
white tape.
The visually impaired 
would then be able to make 
out the difference between a 
step-up and a step-down, 
Karren Crowley wrote in a 
letter to council.
The matter was referred 
to municipal staff for 
further investigation.
Continued from Page 1 
two weeks before Ethier found this out. 
“All that time it was not true at all,’’ he 
said Monday. “I’ve had it on my 
conscience. I’ve got feelings too.”
Ethier said he has no intention of 
publishing any further articles and 
doesn’t intend to take advantage of a 
suggestion by council and the RCMP 
that his articles continue once they’ve 
been vetted by a committee with 
representation from council, police, a 
social worker and a lawyer.
“It’s a hell of a lot of work trying to 
get all those people together and it 
would take a lot of time,” he said. 
“And I’ve got a garden to put in, a 
family, home.
anything. If someone wants to take it 
over 1 couldn’t care less.”
Ethier said he should have been in­
formed of Friday’s press conference. 
“Of course I should have been there. 
The mayor said everyone would be 
notified.” Martin also said Ethier 
should have been invited to the press 
conference.
. But although Ethier still has some 
beefs - he was supposed, for instance, to 
have been told what the incamera 
meeting was called for but insists he 
didn’t know until he sat down at the 
table - he said he doesn’t hold any 
bitterness.
“I don’t like to lose friends. If I do I
feel that’s my loss,” he said.
Was the in-camera meeting an 
inquisition for Aid. Ben Either: Mayor 
Sealey and two aldermen — Glen 
McMillan and Harold Norquay say no. 
Aid. Eleanor Sowerby couldn’t be 
contacted for comment but she has not 
raised her voice in defence of the 
alderman.
Norquay Monday repeated his earlier 
description of the meeting. “It was 
constructive criticism,” he said.
Of course it wasn’t an inquisition, 
McMillan said. “I think he (Ethier) tried 
to do the right thing by those articles in 
the paper but unfortunately he only saw 
one side of it and he involved council by 
using his aldermanic title.
“But Ben’s a super guy. It’s un­
fortunate.”
Sealey said the intent of the meeting 
was to deal fairly with Ethier. Only Aid. 
Ross Martin feels Ethier was treated 
badly, and said it was impossible to 
judge just by reading a transcript of the 
meeting. “Listen to the tape. The voices 
are angry. The police officer’s voice is 
stern. Only when it’s obvious. Ben is 
disciplined does the tone lighten.”
Martin said the matter should now 
rest. “We should ignore it.”
The mayor is doubtful. “But should 
we ignore statements which are not 
correct? If we don’t respond people will 
assume the statements are correct. ”
TURTLE DIMERS
Continued from Page 1 
on the backs of police forces which are 
geared for emergency action on 
evenings when school functions and 
graduating parties are held. And the 
aftermath of graduation emancipation 
is there for all to see: spray-painted 
graffiti on walls, signs and buildings 
all over the community and a story or 
two in the papers about post­
graduation party smash-ups, 
sometimes fatal.
Alcoholism and young people is a 
big subject and one which is becoming 
more and more important. A number 
of studies have been made in different 
parts of Canada, including those 
carried out by the prestigious Alcohol 
Addiction Foundation of Toronto, 
and it can be said, with reasonable 
certainty;':
•About one-third of the high-school 
studenls" in Canada get drunk about 
'' ;,once'a"nk»rith.,:: /
•A large percentage of those 
Canadians killed in drunken-driving 
accidents are teenagers.
•The number of teenagers arrested 
for drunken driving has risen 
dramatically since 1970-72 when the 
legal age limit for possession of 
alcohol was lowered in all parts of 
Canada from 21 years to 19 and 18 
years.
•At high-school leaving age all but a 
few youngsters have had experience 
with alcohol and five to seven per cent 
have drinking problems. That means 
that five to seven per cent get drunk at 
least once a week.
.Nobody is quite sure just what 
measures would be effective in alcohol 
education but there are a few things 
which, it has been proven, will not 
work. They include scare tactics and 
punishment — which work_ no better 
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Bang in the middle of what is essentially a farming community, 
Keating Industrial Park gives Central Saanich an advantage enjoyed by 
few other rural communities.
Farmland is normally assessed and taxed on a basis much lower 
than that used for residential and commercia-industrial and, because of 
that fact, some agarian municipalities have a hard time raising enough 
revenue to support essential services, water, sewerage, police, fire, 
administration and the other services we take for granted.
With its 300-acre, self-contained enclave. Central Saanich can tap 
into a source of revenue i
The time-frame could extend over the next two years and, right now, 
the controversial question is: will it be done all at once over a period of a 
month or whatever it takes, or will it be done.in stages? The municipality 
has allocated $112,000 in the 1980 budget toward the fund, and this 
will make up the municipality’s share of the cost. v ' -
If present plans mature the road will be more than just a road. It will
community’s head well above the financial undertow;
This high-revenue I 
enables the municipality to keep taxes on farmland and residential areas 
down to reasonable levels.
Back in 1967, when Gordon Lee was reev^ of Central Saanich^ 
council rioted that random subdivisions were springing up in odd cor­
ners of the municipality as farmers, nearing retirement age, began 
subdividing their land and selling off lots. Fearing the uncontrolled 
development which had made a hodge-podge mess of many other 
communities, council passed the legislation needed to bring things 
undercontroL^ ^
Areas already in ewstence or which were forming were specifically 
designated, Saanichton and Brentwood as business districts, Turgoose 
Point as residential, and Keating Cross Road as industrial. At that time 
Butler Brothers and Westcraft Manufacturing were the principal indus­
tries and, around this nucleus, the industrial community began to form. 
Its gro\ivth since then has been phenomenalbut controlled.
It is this control, exercised from without by the municipal 
council, and within by the park’s occupants who have formed them-, 
selves into the Keating Industrial Association, which is such a good 
augury for the future. Plans are underway to improve the whole park — 
beautification is not too strong a word — and there is no chance that this 
park is going to evolve into an industrial blot on a scenic rural landscape.
A unique feature of the Keating Industrial Park is that it provides a 
place for industries which can process the food grown in the surround­
ing farmland. Vegetables, fruit and poultry are examples of produce 
which can be taken from adjoining farm acreage to the plant, and 
shipped directly to the retailer or consumer.
A big factor in the orderly and successful development of the indust­
rial park is the east-west road which drives through the middle.
be a
Saanich Road and, not only will it provide a fast avenue to get manufac­
tured products to market, but it will also be a gateway to the tourist 
amenities, Butchart Gardens, Pat Bay, Coles Bay and Deep Cove on 
the west side of the Peninsula.
has also been a source offcontroversy because of the fact 
that it is also a thoroughfare for students. At one end of the irjdustrial 
park and just outside the perimeter is Mount Newtqp Secondary School 
and, at the other end, Keating elementary. The school board has been
as-yet undeveloped road and has been carryingits concerns to Saanich
council...;.::,:,,,,'
Basis for a lot of speculation and some planning about improvement 
and redevelopment of Keating Cross Road has been the Zoltan Kuun 
Associates report completed in December 1978 after a series of studies. 
Among the recommendations in the report is the construction of a major 
overpass at the Pat bay Highway. Telephone and hydro poles should be 
removed, the 1978 report said, and this year that removal is underway. 
Bryn Road should be closed and Verling extended east to Oldfield and 
Keating should be re-routed south of Keating school.
Oldfield should be reconstructed with a more gradual intersection 
grade and Keating should be thought of as a four-lane highway with a 
landscape medium.
There are other recommendations all of which haye been consi-■ 
dered by council and Aid. Percy Lazarz, long chairman of the municipal­
ity’s public works committee.
There are several factors which make the Keating Industrial Park 
more attractive to industry and commerce than some others in the 
district. It is, for one thing, clearly defined and recognized for what it is 
and wilt be, by the municipality. Land costs arc lower and taxes less 
prohibitive than in some other areas of Lower Vancouver Island and an 
active program of beautification is planned to make it and keep it 
acceptable to the public.
The cost of developing and Improving this road, which will probably 
mount to more than $ 1 Va millions before it is finished, will be share 
equally by the Provincial Department of Highways and the Municipality.
few years and business men and industrialists are working In unison to 







Mayor of Central Saanlcli
The function of a mayor and council, supported by a municipal administration, is a bit like 
a juggling act where the entertainer keeps several balls in the air atone time. On one hand 
he is concerned with the mechanics of his craft and. on the other, the necessity of keeping 
the audience happy.
In Central Saanich we have several factors to consider. There is the fact that we are, 
essentially, a food-producing farming municipality. There is also the consideration of fiscal 
responsibility and the provision of services and housing for our people. And, of course, the 
need to provide a place for industry—a controlled area where industry can develop and 
expand without damaging the essentially rural atmosphere so important to the Central 
Saanich lifestyle.
Keating Industrial Park is vital to the good health of this community in that it provides a 
source of revenue. Central Saanich is in good shape financially, and this is due, in no
small part, to the industrial enclave in our midst.
With the co-operation of the industrial and business people in the Park, we expect to 
develop this portion of our community into an area not only efficient for industry but an
attractivegateway and artery through the heart of the municipality .
Not only are we fortunate in having the Keating industrial Park to round out Central
Saanich but we are lucky to have the ty>pe of commercial-business resident in the park who
is anxious to keep its appearance attractive to the people of the municipality and to our
'Visitors.;;:
: : So; to round but the analogy, we in the municipal hall, are juggling our agrarian lifestyle,
our resideiitial heeds, our. fiscal responsibility and the requirements of Keating Industrial 
Park. Each of these complements and, to some extent, is dependent on the others. Let’s
hope we can keep them all in the air and, at the same tirne, the electoral audience
amused.
RTT ■ ^Inlons
MLA for Saanich and the Islands. 
Minister of Finance
I would like to wish continuing success to tlie Keating Industrial Park. The Keating Industrial 
Association are doing an excellent job of promoting the Park and attracting industry and
commerce to this ideally situated industrial zone.
The 280 acres of prime industrial land, relatively low land costs and taxes as well as the 
active beautification programme, are all tremendous assets in attracting new businesses
interested in locating in the Southern Vancouver Island area,
There are now close to fifty businesses in the Keating Industrial Park including a dozen
which have located here in the last six months, New firms are continuing to show an active 
Interest in locating here and this can be attributed to the excellent job of marketing the site 
by the Association, My congratulations to them and everybody else who is affiliated with 
this exciting project.
Butler Brothers
In 1862, Captain George Stephen Butler 
arrived in Victoria. An Oxford graduate and initi­
ate of the Crimean War, he left behind his 
memories and his distinguished family, and 
plunged into a new life. His old world sweetheart, 
the intrepid Fanny Brett, journeyed out on her 
own to be his bride. In 1868, Captain George 
purchased 160 acres of wild land in the centre of 
■the Saanich Peninsula. Fanny became the first 
paid schoolteacher in Saanich. They raised nine 
children, and farmed the land.
Built in 1909, Wilfred and Geoffrey Butler’s general store sat next to the V.&S. Railway Station
at Keating and Veyaness.
That parcel of land comprised of the whole 
north side of today’s Keating Industrial Park, in­
cluding the land on which Mt. Hewton School 
presently stands. The Captain’s grandsons, the 
Butler Brothers — Claude, Lawrence, Eric and 
Thomas — still work together in managing the 
large family business that grew out of pioneer 
roots. Claude Butler is Chairman of the Gpm- 
pany. General Manager since the fall of 1978 is 
Alan
The history of Keating over the last century 
is quite simply the history of Butler Brothers.
The first store on the Keating X ROad was 
builtin 1909 at the corner of Veyaness and Keat­
ing. Advertising “General Merchandise,’’ it sat at 
the V.& S. (Veyaness) Railway Station, and was 
run by Claude’s uncles Wilfred and Geoffrey. 
Will also ran a stage-coach linking Tod Inlet and 
the Station, and the cross-Peninsula transporta- 
-tion route was opened. The old store was de- 
' molished only recently, to give way to the Sea­
board Plaza.
And that is typical of the history of Butler 
Brothers itself — continually changing, adjusting, 
displaying an infinite flexibility in the face of the 
fast-changing needs of the community. Once, 
Butler’s expanded half-way across the continerit; 
now it is consolidated in Keating. Its keynote 
throughout, as Butler’s Peter Holloway explains, 
is “service to the community, first to the farmer, 
fruit-grower and logger; now, with urbanization, 
to the home-owner and builder.’’ Times change, 
and Butler Brothers has always responded to the 
change.
Claude Butlcrmight appear a traditionalist, 
rooted in the past (his Uncle Will’s old house up 
the hill is falling down, but Claudeoan’t bear to 
demolish It.) Yet his passion for history is the 
mirror-image of his excitement about the future. 
Once Butler’s had the virtual monopoly of the 
Peninsula, but there is no decrying of the com­
petition. In fact, Claude feels that KcAHng’s de­
velopment may be the salvation of the area, 
“The tax revenue provided by the Keating 
bu.slncsses,“ he says, “may enable Central 
Saanich to maintain its farmland base. It may be 
the best way to maintain and protect the life we 
cherish."
Jack Sh^pansky and Peter Holloway with some 




Butler’s great gravel pit at Keating X and 
Oldfield was first worked back in 1942. It became 
and still is the backbone of the company. A99^t!- 
gate and concrete production is under the super­
vision of W.S. (Bud) Butler and sales manager 
Ken Johnson, providing gravel, sand and ready- 
mix to builders throughout the lower island, Sev­
eral acres of land horn the pit have been re­
claimed by Butler’s for future use by the School 
Board as playing fields for Mt. Newton School 
students. In past years, Butler’s has provided a # 
playing field up Bryn Road. Butler's also has 
ready-mix concrete plants in Sooke and on Bay- 
■ St, In Victoria, ' *
, 'll \ « *
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From a general supply store back in the 40s—selling everything 
from bull’s nose rings to early black and white TVs—Butler’s de­
veloped a full-service Home Centre. Ian Hamilton and Bob Close 
manage the store arid yards, offering lumber supplies, building 
rhaterials, floor coverings, paints, hardware and appliances.
In the last year, Butler Brothers became an associate dealer of 
the Buildall Group, which put the company in a very good buying 
position, with discounts being passed along to the customer.







The third autonomous division of Butler Brothers is their farm 
equipment under manager Jack Shapansky. All types of heavy and 
light farm machinery are stocked, with a full range of Power King and 
Satoh tractors, and service and parts for Leyland tractors. A specialty 
is Howard Rotovators, and Butler’s does a great business in Fram 
filters. The company provides a full pump and irrigation service, and 
carries Jacuzzi deep-well pumps, submersible sump pumps, in short, 
any kind of pump needed for farm or country living.
CJ
66*^
Butler’s own design, this extraordinary four-axle truck has dual 
front axles, an excellent safety factor, and a long wheel base with 
short-turn radius. Two years were spent in its design, with most of 
the ideas coming from Claude Butler. Cliff Burroughs, engineer- 
designer, carried out the design work, making modifications to an 
existing White truck. In operation since 1978, the body of the
truck slides forward to the cab for highway driving, moves back 6 
to 8 feet for unloading.
The Butler team have also, over the years, achieved several 
firsts in the logging industry with designs and modifications to 
logging equipment now widely used throughout the industry.
G.W.G Rentals opened up in 1972 on Veyaness Road, with concrete pumps and boom 
truck service, it expanded into tool and equipment rentals, and moved to Keating Park 
Estates in August,’78, with a staff of three.
Now with its full-time staff doubled to six,
G.W.G. continually adds new equipment to the 
rental fleet; there is delivery—the “Tool Bus 
Service”: propane refills; repairs; as well as the
famous for.
Owner Ed Gait is deeply involved in com­
munity affairs. Last year, he worked with Bill 
Eastgate and Ron Tidman to set up the Keating 
Industrial Association which is playing such an
Everyone is enrirled ro shop or rhe gionr Go-op, locored in rhe Seoboord 
Plozo or rhe corner of Keoring X and Veyoness. Dur membership offers 





Co-op carries much more rhan groceries: rhere is o full line of hordwore, 
housewores, garden supplies, painrs and some sporring goods.
The working principle of a co-op is simply rhor rhe consumer-member is 
parr-owner of rhe operarion and any prof ir mode by rhe srore goes bock ro 
rhe members. As porr-owner, rhe member hos o voice in rhe type of 
services provided, an opporrunity to rake parr in decisions offecring his rorol 
food bill.
To join rhe co-operorive requires an invesrmenr of $ 100 rhor is recoveroble 
or any rime in rhe evenr rhar a member leaves rhe dlsrricr. Co-op manager, 
Dud Whirfield reporrs rhar ro dore members have received more rhan 
$20,000 in rerms of member benefirs alone.
Manager Dud Whitfield.
k-.»
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Its quality meats ore well-hnown, and the Co-op may soon 
be loohlng at the opening of a bakery depaiiment,
For members, there is a iwo-cer^r a gallon discount or the Gas Dor; and a 
flve-cent dlscourti on purchase of heeding oil. And once a yeor, there is a 
members-only sale when shoppers are offered o further 10% discount on 
oil purchoses, This di.scount con be conslderoble when Ir Is realized thar the /
2132 Keating X Rd. 
652-1188
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A major force in the development of Keating Industrial Park has undoubtedly been multi-faceted, energetic 
SEABOARD, grown over a short ten years into one of the Peninsula’s few conglomerates, tor 18 years a banker, 
President Bill Eastgate made a dramatic and decisive personal move in 1970 when he resigned as Ass’t Man. Bank ot 
Nova Scotia, and proceeded to set up the SEABOARD group of companies. With partners Frank Csinos, Paul Baylis 
and Bob Jones, the company’s interests and involvements mushroom.ed.
Bill is rightly proud of the fact that Seaboard is locally owned and operated. All the partners live on the Peninsula 
and have a personal stake in the nature of its development. Bill was active in the formation ot the Keating Industrial 
Association last year, and continues its first chairman. The .Association maintains that the history of the area, its 
character and natural beauties, must remain prime considerations in any development plans. On Veyaness near 
Keating, the present site of Seaboard’s central adrninistrative offices, once sat an old farmhouse. With imagination and 
ingenuity—and at considerable cost!—the new cedar-siding offices were built around the farmhouse, incorporating it 
structurally and symbolically. Its old roof can be seen from the air. Now what stronger point can be made for 
incorporating the old into the vision of the future!
In the community. Seaboard sponsors five youth sports teams, and three of its employees are volunteer firemen.
And Bill himself is an active backer of the Lions Club of Central Saanich.
SEABOARD 
E
Bill Eastgate manages Seaboard’s land 
developing company which is mainly 
involved with the sub-dividing of re­
sidential home-sites. Orie of Sea­
board’s larger sub-divisionS totalled 7G 
new home-sites in the Saanich­
ton area. Bill also hamdles three other 
divisions of the company , Seaboard 
Industries, Seaboard Holdings, and 
Seaboard Excavating.
6769 Veyaness Rd. 652-1177
EXCAVATING
'Phis branch of Seaboard is (juite 
underground: it installs all the pipes 
and lines for sewers, drains, water and 
hydro. It is also a rental company: its 
large excavating machines arc avail­
able for hire. Mr. Ib-uce Cownden is 
the Superintendent, always available 
to ensure your needs.
6769 Veyaness Rd. 652-1 177
EABOARD
Frank Csinos and Bob Jones head up 
Seaboard’s redl estate and insurance 
division located in attractive Brent­
wood offices built by Seaboard Con­
struction . The business was bought 8 ; 
years ago from long-time Saanich resi­
dent, Jim Me Kevitt, so the tradition 
of local ownership is a long one. The 
firnvhandlcs real estate sales, and all 
types of insurance, from life through 
marine, commercial, residential and 
vehicle.





Seaboard Construction is a residential 
home building company managed by 
Paul Baylis. The firm constructs .M) to 
.SO houses a year, and has, in its decade 
of business, been responsible for 
building over .M)() homes in ('cntral 
Saanich. 'I'he Seaboard Pla/a, vyhich 
ope ned i n 1977, was of con rse bn i 11 try 
Seaboard Construction. .
“Perfection Assn red—from the Draw­
ing Board to the Lastd'ack”








“Our hiuiine^io huilding '
Quality does count and Ron Tidman Constaiction, a family firm with its roots 
right in the Saanich Peninsula, can prove it. It's the reason, Ron Tidman confident­
ly maintains, the company is being offered more work than it can handle.
With several things going, including a professional building at the corner of 
Fifth and Bevan in Sidney and a major reconstruction job at Flint Motors, Tidman 
Construction's 1 2 employees are kept very busy maintaining constant and careful 
careful supervision over the several jobs in progress
Acting as general contractor for better-quality custom-built homes as well as 
commercial work, Tidman sub-contracts to the trades with whom it has a good 
relationship. On job after job the same people provide the plumbing, heating and 
other sub-contracting services. Located off Kirkpatrick at the west end of the 
industrial park, the firm does an increasing volume of business each year.
It started with Roy Tidman, fatherof Ron andjohn, who had hisown 
contracting company for many years. He retired about 10 years ago and Ron took 
over the business. About a year ago John joined the firm and, with the additional 
administrative supervision, the firm's activities expanded and it took on more 
work,
"We are not interested in developing a large corporation," says Ron Tidman. 
"It is a moderate-sized family business and we are trying to maintain tight, 
supervisory control. In this way we are able to maintain the high quality work 
which, we believe, is what is bringing this steady flow of business to us "
They feel that they are linked to the future of the Saanich and both 
expect that future to be bright, We can hardly fail to have influx of people to this 
part of the world, the Tidmans believe, and they are going to need homes and 
commercial establishments of all kinds. The Tidman brothers have lived most 
of their lives on the Peninsula and are part of the community
As evidence of his faith both in Central Saanich and the Keating Industrial 
I’ark, RonTidman is a partnerin Keating Park [-states, a ISacre enclave within 
the park off Kirkpatrick Road The Tidmans built most of the buildings within this




T&H Construction is 
basically a land development 
company. Dave Thomson is a 
land developer and comes by it 
honestly. His roots go deep into 
the Saanich Peninsula not only 
because it's his business, but also 
becausehis forbears, on both 
sides of the family, have been 
around the Peninsula for a long, 
longtime. They were, in their 
■ own time and place, land de­
velopers of''he first order, and 
had they nc .^een, there would 
only be about six families on the 
Peninsula today.
Dave's great grandfather, 
James Wilson Thomson, came to 
this district as a farmer in the 
1870s, and his grandfather, 
Lome, followed those footsteps.
6761 Kirkpatrick Crescent 
652-1101
His father Ken was a partner with him in Saanich Paving, a firm 
which they sold to OK Paving ip 1972. Dave carried on as a contract 
superintendent through T &H Construction and, after two years, 
decided to continue full-time with the construction company dealing 
exclusively in land development.
On the other side of his family, Dave's great grandfather, j^hri 
Slugget, farmed a huge area in the 1870s, one which encompassed ' 
vii:tua.lly the whole of Brentwood Bay from Verdier to Benvenuto. He^ 
bought the land for $7 an acre and his holdings included most of the 
waterfront, a lot of which he gave away because it was "useless; you:, ^ 
couldn't grow a carrot bn it."
;■ ' From a land developer's point of view, putting and through the
development process is easily said but sometimes difficult to achieve; 
the developer must know a great deal about sewers and setwice, and 
the score of regulations, provincial and municipal, which govern their 
installation. He must understand road-building, underground storm 
drains and hydro and telephone installations. All of these must be in 
place at the developer's expense before the lots are put on the market 
and this presupposes a lot of engineering .md land and surveying 
knowledge — all of which Thomson has,
T & H Constmetion and its owner, Dave Thomson, specialize 
in the acquisition of the bare land, subdivision design and co­
ordination, joint ventures on residential properties with land owners, 
industrial and commercial site work and design and bare land strata 
title subdivisions.
DaveThomson is a founder of the Keating Industrial Park and of 
the Keating Industrial Association. He isa part owner ol Keating 
Park Estates, an industrial enclave within the park and, in concert 
with RonTidman Construction Ltd,, has recently completed the 
majority of the buildings constructed on Kirkpatrick Crescent.
Thomson is jealous of his reptitation as a developer who looks 
after the interests of his clients who evenltially will own homes on 
land he has processed. In order to protect the buyer and save the 
municipality Irom a development in which scores of homes are the 
same, lie will not sell more than two lots to the same individual, be 
he contractor or private buyer
He cites as prool of the fact that his protective plan works, the 
fact that most of his relerrals come from people who are satisiied, In 
one instan'ce he sold lots to live memhersol the same extended
Thomson is wrapped up in Keating and the Saanich Peninsula 
where he lives with his wife and family, It has long been Tliomson 
territory,






Pauline and John Woodhead welcome you 
to the new PlCKWICrS RESTAURANT, 
where "silver service" dining is part of the atmosphere. 
Pauline, John and
Chef Oni Open every day 





2138 KEATING X ROAD 652-2513
Ever see a sheet of panelling worth $499'.’
Well, if you haven’t drop into Windsor Plywood. 2120 Keating where you can .see 
Australian Mallee Burl — and a lot more.
Plyivood sheets at Windsor range from teak to exotic hardwoods such as rosewood, 
white walnut, maple and birch. But panelling isn't everything and owner-managers Richard 
Oldham and Bill Mcllwraith also carry finishing materials such as folding and louvred 
doors, paint, insulation and roofing.
Since they bought the franchise a year and a half ago. the partners have renovated and 
started a pre-hung door plant with the help of staff members Jim McNicol, John Van Druten, 
Terry Stapels and Clayton McKenzie.
. But their store on Keating isn’t the only place to go if you want to see some of their 
beautiful woods — they supplied wood for a brushed rustic cedar panelled wall at the new 
Travelodge recently and all-cedar finishing material for the interior and exterior of Town 
Square Mall.




Les Hailing, proprietor of McCandlish Auto Supply, is a man who likes tools. He is, by his own
description, “a tool nut” and he thinks today’s technology is wonderful.
For that reason, among others, he likes the business he is in — that ofsupplying just about everything in 
an automobile, including engines and chassis parts, to the trade (garages and service stations), to industry 
and to contractors. And, also, to the walk-in public although this is only about 10 per cent of his business 
— a percentage he would like to see increased. . .
In addition to automobile parts and equipment, McCandlish supplies equipment and tools for repair 
shops — anything from a hoist to a screw-driver. There is nothing in relation to automobile equipment or 
equipment for automobile industrial shops that McCandlish can t supply of order.
With his son, Ross, serving as counterman along with Robb Kilvington, Hailing is on the go steadily. 
He has lived on the Saanich Peninsula for many years and has had extensive experience in his traue and 
^business..
2140 KEATliSIG GROSS ROAD 652-3251 
SAANICHTON,'B.G. ypS lM0 ; 652-3221;: ■
Partners Bill Mcllwraith, left, and Richard Oldham.




**Give Your Home a New Look^Through!** ^Propane — You Don*t Just Cook With itV\
Robert’s Glass
PROPANE CARBURA TION 
SPECIALISTS/estcoast ______
arburetion Co. Inc.
After operating! Rohert's Glass for three years out of tlieir Brentwood 
home, Boh and Catliy Etherington arc deliglited ro he among the several 
new resident,s of Keating Park Estate.s. With 2200 square feet of hand­
some show space and eificient work room, the husinc,ss is all .set for 
expansion,
In these fiiehconscious days, their main work is in thermopanc conver­
sion, and storm windows and dotirs. Screens are a hiisy item at the 
moment; Cathy makes them right’on the premises.
Other features at Rohert's Glass:
{► Mirrors: including mirror walls and sliding doors. Bronze tints 
available.
Custom-fitted glass fireplace doors.
' !► Opaque safety-glass .shower doors.
. Servinj? the Saanich Peninsiila and Greater Victoria 
* Yj79.3'C Kirkpatrick Crescent Phone 652-5898
The only carburelion shop on the Southern island, Westcoast Car- 
burelion Co. Inc. is a new member of Keating Park. However, partners 
Roger Bain and Dan Evans have been in the business of converting 
vehicles from gas to propane for many years now, long before the 
public became conscious of world-wide gas shortages,
Propane has many other advantages besides availability: engines, 
remain cleaner, therefore have longer life with reduced maintenance 
costs. Air pollution is also sharply decreased.
Westcoast specializes In the conversion of large vehicles — forklifts, 
pickups, trucks and motor homes —• and vehicle fleets such as taxis 
and delivery vans.
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miLOS EOUIPMENT LTD, 2144 Keating Cross Road 
Box 489, Brentwood Bay 
VOS 1AO 604-652-9131
When Milos Equipment moved into their new headquarters 
in the west end of Keating Industrial Park, it was another link in 
a dealerships chain which is extending over a good part of 
British Columbia.
Glenn Fidler heads up a staff of six who operate the dealer­
ship here for Milos Equipment Ltd., a company started by Jack 
Milos, once a Yugoslav immigrant who has, in 14 years, built 
his firm into six branches which operate in two totally different 
market areas. In Prince George, where it all began, the bran­
ches serve logging and mining customers with heavy construc­
tion equipment. In this part of the world the needs of Milos 
customers are different.
The record is as follows:
195(^_Pi-jnce George-jack Milos opens hydraulic and repair 
shop.
1971—Milos Equipment becomes Case and Drott dealership- 
expands. - .
1975—Smithers branch opens •
1977—Vancouver branch opens and Milos obtains Poclain 
dealership.
1979— Parksville branch opens.
1979_Victoria branch opens in Keating Industrial Park for 
■ sales and service.
1980— Williams Lake branch opens.
1980—Keating branch occupies new facilities with parts and 
sales office and six-bay shop.
It's taken less than a decade for the Milos company to go 
from a single outlet in Prince George; to six agencies covering 
more than three-quarters of British Columbia and the formula 
outlined by Milos for the expansion of his company might be 
one for other firms in the Keating Industrial Park to emulate. 
Identify an opportunity; Milos says, and then seize upon it and 
throw every ounce'of energy and resources into the opportun­
ity whatever the risks involved.
"You must be willing lo work hard at it", he warns. "There 
is no such thing as keeping bankers' hours. If building a busi­
ness requires seven days a week, 15-16 hours a day, that's the 
kind of time you must devote to it."-
The main advantage, Milos says, in rapid expansion 
through branches is that customers can be serviced easier at a 
reduced overall cost. They also enjoy the convenience of local 
facilities for sei-vice and parts.
If there are any regrets to rapid expansion in the equipment 
market, the Milos president says, it's the difficulty he has in 
maintaining contact with his 85-odd employees. It's difficult, 
he says, to know how an individual is getting along at a 
particular time.
Fidler and his people, Jim Patterson, Marcia Hundlely, 
Bruce Kissinger, Ernie Hills and Dave Cumberland, say they 
are getting along just fine. Business is good and the move into 








If you think long-distance moving is just a matter of picking a 
load up here and dropping it there — a dull and rather monoto­
nous sort of a business — let Bill Brown and Walter Webster, 
partners in Alliance Moving and Storing Ltd., be the first to tell 
you it isn't so.
It's a romantic business, hauling loads across the breadth of 
a continent, and it has its own levels of ability and status. Did you 
know, for example, that most of the tractors used in the business 
are driver-owned? The trailers they pull are usually the property 
of the moving company for which they work but the tractors are 
their own property.
A hard-driving long haul driver can make as much as 
$100,000 a year — out of which he pays for his fuel, mainte­
nance on his rig and, of course, the capital cost. Gross incomes 
of $40,000 to $60,000 a year are not uncommon.
The "mover", by which is meant the household goods rig 
driver, is the aristocrat of the trade and, Bill Brown maintains, 
you can tell it in the way he keeps his equipment and himself 
both spotless.
Bill Brown, who is president of Alliance, and partner Walter 
Webster, who is general-manager, both have been in the busi­
ness a long time and they'll tell you that once the long-hauler gets 
distance in his blood he stays with it.
"Some of them are just no good for anything else," Brown 
maintains. "They take a lot of pride in their work and short runs
just don't interest them any more. Time and again 1 have seen 
them return to the transcontinental runs."
Alliance has a total personnel of 11 of whom nine are 
drivers. The company can call on up to 20 part-time drivers.
The company has about $300,000 in capital investmentand 
a temperature-controlled warehouse in the Keating park which 
specializes in the storage of household goods and electronic 
equipment such as computers and key punchers.
The company was formed nine years ago and taken over 
some two years ago by Bill and Walter who report that business is 
good and, coming in to the summer season, bound to boom. A 
lot of families put off moving until summer is in the air and the 
children are out of school.
Bill and Walter have great .hopes for the Keating Industrial 
Park although they are somewhat concerned about development 
outside the boundaries of the industrial enclave. They, like 
others in the park, hope that it will not be uncontrolled.





A DIVISION OF VERSATILE CORNAT CORPORATION
For over 25 years Wescraft has been both manu­
facturing and installing aluminum windows and 
sliding patio doors for the residential and commer-
cialmarkets in Western Canada. Wescraft operates 
out of a 60,000 square foot building and employs 
about 150 personel. The manufacturing operation is 
located on an 8 acre site on Keating X Road. Sales
distribution centres are located in Vancouver, 
Nanaimo and Kamloops.
An innovative Company with a reputation for
quality; Wescraft has pioneered anodized and
painted enamel extrusions, outside glazing and
more recently the exclusive thermal barrier frame 
system.
’ The Company started as a small, priyately own­
ed business, and many of their craftsmen have been 
* with Wescraft over 15 years. Now it is an operating 
division of Versatile Cornat Corporation, a Cana- 
i dianpublicCompanywithheadofficeinVan-
//'couver.-
;: ■■ Telephone' 652-1131
OSBURN
A couple of years ago when the energy conservation issue was at its height, Tom 
O'Connor got the idea that there would, eventually, be a market for fireplace inserts 
and wood stoves so he started putting together a few samples in the garage of his 
Cadboro Bay home.
Today, with partner Bob Mills, in a spacious shop in Keating Industrial Park, Osburn 
Industrie’s is looking forward to a surge of business. They are currently setting up an 
assembly line to increase the production of four models of stoves and the fireplace 
insert that they manufacture.
Their business is an example of initiative and enterprise. Tom came to Canada from 
Ireland several years ago to help fill a need for tool and die makers. He married here 
and is now established in his own business. It's the stuff private enterprise storybooks 
are made of. ■
MlNAH ROAD, VICTORIA, B.C.
■■ft:.'"
The fact that Coast Tractor and Equipment Ltd, 
moved from a trailer in the Goldstream area to a 
4,500 square-foot new building in the Keating 
Estates section of Keating Industrial Park a week 
ago, is evidence of the growth of the John Deere 
agency,
Loaders, skidders, crawlers, scrapers, feller- 
bunchers, tree harvesters and backhoes are among 
the items of heavy industriar equipment sold by 
Coast Tractors which is under the direction of 
branch manager John Stubbs,
In charge of the five-man shop which will do all 
kinds of servicing, is Ivan Pendleton who has been In 
the business fora long time;
. Coast Tractors will service equipment both in ilie 
shop and In the field and, as John Stubbs points out, 
.John Deere is on an Interest-free program on equip- 
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the total cleaning service
Very hot water and a powerful vacuum are the elements used to extract dirt from carpe^ts, 
upholstered furniture and drapery by Victoria Steamatic Co. Ltd. The hot water dissolves the dirt 
and the vaccum extracts both of them without the use of sticky soaps or shampoos.
Then the dirt is separated from the water and returned to a holding tank m the truck and the 
clean fabric is left to dry in a short time.
The principle has been successfully used by this branch of a world-wide organization, located 
in the Keating Industrial Park. Into the technique goes more than 30 years experience.
Victoria Steamatic was founded in July 1979 by Roger Workman who had previously owned a
successful franchise in Kemptville, Ontario, for more than five years.
The truck-mounted unit which visits the home of Steamatic clients heats its own water by 
propane and is entirely self-contained. Even the dirt extracted is taken away when the processor 
leaves. ■ ' '. ■ ' ' ' .
Steamatic is able to clean in the home or in the branch shop—whatever is more convenient for 
the customer. Free estimates are given. The process can also be used to cleanboats, campers and 













Ronco Fencing is a B.C. owned and operated company with three mainland branches. 
General Manager Jerry Webb has just moved to the Peninsula to open up the company s first
the^ncing and pole construction business for nearly 20 years, Jerry says that RONCO 
can provide "everything in fencing” for the home-owner, the farmer or the businessman.




® all-steel fencing 
® wood fencing 
® rabbit-and deer-mesh 
® barb and page wire
“Good Fences Make Good Neighbours’
2070 Keating X Road 652-3522
Jim Bell and Bill Ewonchuk are partners in a flourishing heating, ventilation and air conditioning 
business.
The firm at the comer of Keating and Veyaness did more than $300,000 worth of business last year in 
the metal trades and, at the height of its business year, employs eight men — all union tradesmen.
It is still something of a family business however and Mrs. Bel! works in the office. Nor is“"“^ual 
to see small children on the premises. The firm does a lot of work for contractors but is available for 
almost any kind of sheet metal work. Its moderate size enables the partners to exercise stnet quality
control and this is an important aspect of the service they provide.
PRODUCTS INC.
2168 Keating X Road 652-4041
Heavy contracting jobs, such as bridges arid dams, require 
heavy machinery and Wakeman & Trimble Contractors Ltd. 
have a heavy capital investment in equipment. It is under­
standable when one realizes that the price of a big “cat” these 
days can approach $500,000 and trucks and other machineiy 
are proportionately expensive.
Len Wakeman is the company boss and supervisor assisted 
by Gerry Mounce, as superintendent, and a staff of 20 which 
can rise to 30 in summer when the workload is heaviest. In 
charge of the office is Joan de Minns.
The firm hasbeen inexistenceas"WakemanandTrimble’' 
since 1948 but Wes Trimble was killed in an accident in 1966 
while building a logging road near Tofino. In 1973 the com­
pany moved from ICsqulmalt to its present quarters in Keating 
Industrial Park.
The firm specializes in Irrigat ion ponds, land clearance and 
drilling and blasting jnb.s through its subsidiaty B Si W 
Blasting.
GKNLIMI- CON'l'KAC riNG ® liXCAVATING «• I^OAD BUILDING 
DOZING • LAND DEVELOPMENT * l':QUlPMIi:NT RENTALS
CONTRACTORS LTD.
TelepVione 652-1194 6785 Veyaness Road. Saaniehton. B.C.
r




There's a small group of firms 
that livejust outside the 
park, but with spectacular 
compensation — a view of 
the Park and the Gulf Islands 
beyond. One office in Victor­
ia Paving can even boast a 
view from sea to sea — from 
the Saanich Inlet to Georgia 
Straits.
There are (j/mU 80,OOO firep/iU-iv ill the Crenter Vietorui area whieh are tiniuiecl 
e.xeept perhap,' at Chruitnuw, ant) if an oilehortape Oeeelop.i, they eaiile) heeamepret ty 
important. In theoe at-the-mmienf merely Oecoratioefireplaeeo, Ironeraft Prothieto Ltf>. 
oeea market. ■ '
From theirplanton VerlinpAoenue, jiiot off the Keatiny InOnotrial Park, Gaiy 
Eaoton ant) hui partner Bill Voplerare manufaeturiny a fireplaee iiuert that really loorko 
— an efficient wooOtuirniny unit which can he itoet) to heat a home. /1 Oifferofrom many 
otheroiieh unito on the market in that it w cuotom Iniilt to fttfireplace,' oj any,'Lie ant) 
there are hiindret),'of oizeo.
Ironeraft hiiile),' aliimmiim railiny,' forhalconie,', otairo ani),<iini)eek,i, anttertifto.
iron forfenciny,yateo, biiryiaryiiari),'ant)almootany,itritctiiraliioe.
The firm L<nota neiiume. Gaiyo father, Ei), took over in 1956 when the,'hop wa,<at 
ihe cornerofShelhoiirne andCeOarHill in Vietoria. Hui oon, Givy, ant)Bill Voyler took 





VICTORIA, B.C. V8X 3X1
WiCrOMM
COMPANY, LIMITED
When you visualize the operation of a paving company you don't, somehow, see
it as a computer-regulated precision process — but that's the way It is evolving.
Since 1944, when Vic Sutherland founded Victoria Paving Company Limited, the
firm has come a long way. No longer do you see tar-stained work men frantically
spreading asphalt behind a truck or laboriously assembling the mix.
In a fixed or a portable asphalt plant computers now regulate the flow and quality
of the aggregate, liquid asphalt, which goes to make the road surface. Its
temperature and water content is regulated and Parameters—a word which 
would never have been used in such an industry not many years agoare set
and the computer and equipment do the rest.
1
Murray Redhead, comptroller for the company, says the same sophistication is
being .seen in the equipment which do the actual paving and rolling on the 
roads, Here too computers are doing the measuring and flow regulation,
Victoria Paving is a sizeable company, with branches in Victoria and Duncan
which is doing more V,,..V. .......... ....... .................. .. ____
company is tiandling one road-building job on the mainland and three on the
l.sland, At peak times, about 120 people are employed,
Victoria Paving is owned by l:,L "Tut" Jone,s wlto is aiso general manager, and Al 
Layfield, both of Victoria, It Is a busy organization but not so sophisticated or 
computerized that the camaraderie and good feeling which characterized
company for .so long, has been lost. It's still there.
1779 Sean Heights, R.R3 Victoria/
B.C. V8X 3X1 Phone 652-4464
£{£>.
A borhrub is a borhrub is q borhrub
............. . . Nor if you gerir from Island
Marble, ir isn'r. Ir's liable ro be something 
special.
Thor is whor custom work is oil about gnd ir 
rrieons that the accessory produced by this 
Keating Industrial Park firm may be de­
signed to fir comfortobly into a home de­
signed for or by the owner to meet his parri- 
culor needs.
The compony wos storted by Don McKay 
some years ago and then sold to Trevor ond 
Isobelle Jones who, with Don Joison os man­
ager, monufocture basins ond tubs ond 
.other marble products from the powder mix 
up. They work from o series of moulds ond 
prepare their solutions in bread-mixers after 
which they ore cotalized and, seemingly 
without end, polished and buffed.
Business is good, soys Mrs. Jones, ond if 





P.O. Box 40 Saaniehton 
(604)652-1185
HEAD OFFICE AND'PLANT 
6829 VEYANESS KOAD
6793 Kirkpatrick Cres.v 652-4414
Some months ago in 1 
only was a quiet revolution taking ,
He wasn’t talking about nuclear energy but, rather, that since the employees had been given a stake in the business the potential for
action, efficiency and expansion was unlimited.
The transformation from the old company. Peninsula Sheet Metal owned by Moe Schiller, to the new firm, Peninsula Air
Conditioning and Sheet Metal Ltd, began last August when Fisher, who was general manager, learned Schiller was going to close 
down the operation.
After a protracted period of negotiation the new company was put together and it has never looked back. It is the only 
employee-owned firm in the Victoria district where workers help make decisions and have access to the books. Another unique
feature—• between them, employees belong to a total of four separate unions.
Penair has four divisions: a I
ten-gauge:
an Illuminated slflii dlvlalon producing fluorescent, 
service and leasing capability;
ai I and service of
ventilation, iiealing, cooling, energ;
performance... when you want it
insured o bonded • certified
1810 Verling Avenue, ¥ictorla3.C. V8K 3X1 652-3937
J
On Vancouver Islaiyi 
there is a new name for
1 ,
/
only the name is 
new. Our mana^
.and staff offer you a J Gombined total of V75 
^ears of experience in 
all phases of printing 
and production.
This expertise is .mar­
ried to the most complete and 
sophisticated typesetting^ 
equipment, presses 






first to be installed here by a 
private company The same 
dedication to quali^ is re- ^ 
fleeted over the entire range of 
our facilities, from high-speed 
one-colour presses to folding 
equipment.
We would welcom e 
the opportunify of putting our 
advanced equipment and tra­
ditional craftsman­
ship to work for you 
...on brochures, 
letters, guides and 
pamphlets for the 
hospitality industry... 
academic reports and
business forms and office- 
stationery.. .posters and high 
quality art reproductions... 
everything; from matches to 
menus for hotels, motels and 
restaurants.
Call us. There s no cost 
for quotes or consultations. 
And you'll like our prices.
Our »i.'phiHlic.iUHl " i i V . . ' 1colour press four-colnur"Sp.inl''pri.>ss by ftomuri. pUbllCatlOHS ... DrO-
is the first and only press with chures and annual leports foi 
four-colour capability on the business and industry...the 
Island. Our Linotron 202 complete range of govern-
DigiMCRT’ Typesetter is the mental publications..,books.
RO.Box2070, 
Sidney B.C. V8L3S5 
Telephone: 656-0X71
VICTOMA REALTY LTO. 
OPENS BRANCH OFFICE 
IN BRENTWOOO
Om Momdayjmae 3, Vidoria Realty Ltd. opened 
mew offices im Brentwood’s attractive Village Sqmar'e.
Victoria Realty was established nearly ten years ago by 
owmer Don Munro, and the firm has always been active in land 
development and house building in Centyal Saanich. Their 
involments have included the Tui’goose Point Estates, and a 
number of new homes in d Saaniehton subdirision. Set to open 
June 30 is their 18-unit-one-level Brentwood townhouse on
ClarkeRoad.
In fact, so much ofVictoria Realty’s business was on the 
Peninsula that it seemed timely to open a branch here for the 
greater convenience of their clients.
RealtorJohh R. “Jack” Kennishis managing the new office, 
and real estate salesman CohrfMtiriro will move to the new 
branch. There will be several openings for licensed realtors: 
inctyiiries are invited.
[) Land development
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The establishment of Keating Industrial Park as a drop-off point, a stock­
pile centre for goods from all over Eastern Canada, may not be so far in the 
future, acording to Bill Eastgate, chairman of the Keating Industrial Association.
The park is a natural distribution point for goods destined for Vancouver 
Island and the sooner manufacturers realize that they do not have to truck all 
the way in to Victoria, the better off they will be. To achieve this end, among 
others, the association is working for improvement of Keating Cross Road 
including easy and safe access to and from the Pat Bay Highway.
Such a staging point would, of course, ease traffic on the provincial ferry 
system as Ed Gait, an executive member of the association, points out. It would 
mean the construction of badly-needed warehousing in the industrial park and
give manufacturers the opportunity to stock up in off-seasons.
Bill Eastgate, Ed Gait, Ron Tidman and Dave Thomson got together in 
1977 and 1978 to form the association which now represents the bulk of the 
industrial tenants in the park, and it was this group which first brought together 
the province, the municipality of Central Saanich and its members in a move to 
do something about Keating Cross Road.
a 1' . %
’ J ”” V ' „
Chairman Bill Eastgate .
Not only has the association done what it could to generate business within 
the industrial park, but it has attempted, with some success, to influence its 
members in the establishment of standards to protect both the scenery and the 
environment.
It has spread the gospel that while the industrial park is a treasury which 
pours tax money into the municipal coffers, its members should realize that 
their park is an enclosed enclave in the middle of a food-producing municipality 
and that they have a duty to keep their backyards clean. This good neighbor 
policy has been responsible for the fact that there is little or no animosity against 
the industrial people on the part of farmers and residents who are anxious to 
keep the rurunl atmosphere intact.
The association tries to attract new members to the park and the fact that 
nine new occupants have come into the park in the past few months is a mark ot 
its success.
Another obiective of the association is to let the world know that the park 
exists. It has taken on the publicity chores necessary to the economic health of 
the whole enterprise,
In general tlie association acts as a cohesive force and a sparkplug for tlie 
Keating district and, in a larger sense, for Central Saanich,
(S){f 'fc) [Fkrfk
The Keating Industrial Association’s logo was designed appropriately, by a '
member of the Industrial park, Bert Orr of Knight Signs Ltd. left a park meeting 
with the feeling that there should be a logotype for identification, So he simply- 
"came back to the office and designed one" with the elements of Keating X’’ 




Keating Park Estates are a carefully designed enclave within the Keating lndustrial Park 
;ed north of Keating X Rd. near the 
acres purchased six years ago from Mrs. in
Keating Park Estates are a joint venture of Ron Tidman Construction Ltd., T & H 
Construction Ltd., K. M. Ellingsbn & Son Ltd., and Richmark Holdings Ltd.
Y0IJ MAY WAWT TCI BE lM¥OL¥ED IN.FUTUIIE DEVELOPMEiMT
A registered buildings scheme over the park estates 
controls non-conforming development and protects i^our investment
FUTURE SUBDIVISION
0 V2-acre fulli; serviced lots for 
sale or lease. IVe will design and 
custom-build to suit i/ourre- 
quirements.
® Common parking areas for ex­
tra customer convenience.
STRATA TITLE MINI WAREHOUSES
# Individual units including office ® 
space from 1200 sq. ft up.
0 Loop road on Kirkpatrick Cres- ® 
cent for easi; access and speedi^ 
on/off loading.
Units individually tailored to suit 
your needs.
Excellent access to the fastest-growing 
residential and industrial market 
area in southern Vancouver Island.
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“For (j'ontruciors Lind their Customers'
On Saturday, June 7, Jubilee Building Supplies Ltd. officially opens 
the glass doors of its new premises at Keating- Estates. A bold 
enterprise, on two prime acres of land with 18,000 square feetofstore 
and warehouse space, Jubilee offers complete building supplies to
the contractor and home-improver alike.
In 1977 — the year of the Silver Jubilee of Her Majesty Queen 
Elizabeth II (hence the name “Jubilee”) — a group of ten men 
formed a limited company and moved rapidly into development of
the new business. Headed by President Gerry Grealy, with 20 years’ 
experience in the field, all the shareholders have worked together for 
years, all are versed in the building supply business. Most will work
at Jubilee on a day-to-day basis.
Keating was chosen as a location because it offered space — and 
handsome space, bordered by tall evergreens. And because a survey 
had shown that 65% .of previous sales were in this area.
Gerry Grealy ^ Dick Cameron
Genera! Manager Superintendent
• Trevor Hallam Barbara Turner





















Ralph Palamnrek Chris von Schallwrg
Carpet Installer Carpet Installer
I Merit kitchen cabinets
^ Floor coverings by Armstrong, 








■■ 4- ■, Drywall
I' Gutters
>. lAimber .
I And much, much more
“TVjc only lumhcrstorc with carpeted flooi's and a receptionist to greet you.
6772 Kirkpatrick Crescent at Keating X Road. 652-9141
iWWMmm*,. ■■
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